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Abstract
Despite a sizeable body of research demonstrating that consensual non-monogamy (CNM) is a
viable alternative to monogamy, anti-CNM bias amongst individuals in the general population
has been a consistent research finding. While more recent research on this topic has focused on
CNM clients’ perceptions of their therapists’ cultural competence working with CNM clients,
few studies have addressed therapists’ cultural competence or bias in working with these
populations. At the time of this study’s proposal, only two studies were found which examined
therapists’ attitudes directly, but these findings are more than 30 years old. The present study
attempted to address this gap in the literature by assessing how general multicultural
competence, CNM specific knowledge, and contact with CNM therapy clients are related to
therapists’ attitudes of CNM. Differences in therapists’ perceptions of a fictitious client as a
function of relationship orientation (e.g., monogamous, polyamorous, sexually open) were also
assessed. A sample of 127 therapists and graduate student therapists-in-training was obtained. As
predicted, therapists’ CNM knowledge and general multicultural competence was found to be
positively associated with more favorable attitudes toward CNM and negatively associated with
unfavorable ratings of a fictitious client depicted as being involved in either a polyamorous or
sexually open relationship. However, there was no relationship between the number of CNM
clients a therapist had worked with previously and the therapists’ evaluation of a fictitious client
in a polyamorous or sexually open relationship, nor did therapists’ number of CNM clients relate
to therapists’ scores on CNM attitudinal measures. Counter to what was hypothesized, therapists’
ratings of the fictitious therapy client’s symptom severity, romantic relationship dissatisfaction,
and their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence in working with the client did not differ as
a function of the client’s relationship orientation. Several exploratory mediating and moderating
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models involving CNM knowledge, CNM attitudes, and multicultural competence were tested;
multicultural competence was found to be a significant mediator on the relationship between
CNM knowledge and CNM attitudes.
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Introduction
Consensual non-monogamy (CNM) is a relationship arrangement in which romantic
partners openly agree upon the acceptability of having multiple sexual, emotional, and/or
romantic partnerships concurrently. This is in contrast to monogamy, in which partners commit
to having only one sexual and romantic partner at a time, and to infidelity, which refers to having
sexual, emotional, and/or romantic relationships without the consent (and often the knowledge)
of one’s partner(s). Laypersons have been found to hold negative and biased views of those who
engage in CNM relationships (Cohen, 2016; Conley, Moors, Matsick, & Ziegler, 2013; Conley,
Ziegler, Moors, Matsick, & Valentine, 2013; Hutzler, Giuliano, Herselman, & Johnson, 2016;
Moors, Matsick, Ziegler, Rubin, & Conley, 2013) despite there being no evidence demonstrating
that engaging in CNM is associated with poorer psychological well-being, decreased happiness,
decreased relationship satisfaction, or decreased sexual satisfaction as compared to engaging in
monogamous relationships (Conley, Ziegler, et al., 2013; Rubel & Bogaert, 2015).
Setting aside for the moment the logical, albeit somewhat facile, axiom that such an
absence of evidence is not evidence of there being no negative effects related to CNM
relationships, I wish to take this opportunity to prime the reader with one of the core thrusts of
inquiry related to this project. Specifically, I am more interested in exploring the nature of
negative bias against CNM relationships among clinicians, counselors, and psychotherapists than
I am interested in directly assessing the actual salubrious or deleterious relationship outcomes for
individuals in such relationships.
Given this frame, it seems important to consider the question of how social stigma affects
people in society. Stigma is significantly associated with the mental and physical health of
members of marginalized groups (Clark, Anderson, Clark, & Williams, 1999; Dohrenwend,
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2000; Etcheverry & Agnew, 2004; Hatzenbuehler, et al., 2014; Lehmiller, 2012; Lehmiller &
Agnew, 2006, 2007; Link & Phelan, 2006; Major & O’Brien, 2005; Meyer, 2003; Pachankis,
2007; Paradies, 2006; Williams, 1999), and evidence suggests that anti-CNM stigma may be
particularly prevalent (Cox, Fleckenstein, & Bergstrand, 2013; Nearing, 2000, as cited in Hutzler
et al., 2016). Additionally, unlike many other minority statuses in the U.S. (including
race/ethnicity, religious identity, and, some, but by no means all, forms of gender and sexual
orientation), one’s relationship status is not considered a protected class, which may place those
who engage in CNM at an increased risk for blatant and unmitigated acts of discrimination, a
situation that prompts many CNM individuals to choose to keep their relationship structure
secret.
Despite the unique concerns of CNM individuals, most therapists’ graduate training in
working with members of the CNM community is believed to be minimal or even non-existent
(Weitzman, 2006; Weitzman, Davidson, & Phillips, 2009; Zimmerman, 2012). Lacking specific
training in CNM issues, therapists may never challenge their implicit biases regarding
monogamy and may go on to practice therapy believing many of the commonly held negative
stereotypes about CNM. Knowingly or unknowingly, these therapists may promote monogamy
as the relationship “standard” and stigmatize their CNM clients in ways that are inappropriate
and potentially damaging. With the exception of a small number of therapists who specialize in
working with CNM clients and related groups, it has been reported that members of CNM
communities feel that mental health providers generally are not well-educated regarding CNM
issues (Weitzman et al., 2009), and research has shown that some therapists pathologize or
demean the relationships of their CNM clients (Moors & Schechinger, 2014; Schechinger, 2016).
This can result in damage (sometimes irreparable) to the therapeutic relationship, which may
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lead to early termination on the part of such clients, as well as making these individuals chary of
trusting other therapists in the future. Other clients may choose not to disclose their CNM status
to their therapists, or decide against seeking therapy in the first place for fear of negative
therapist reactions (Knapp, 1975; Moors & Schechinger, 2014; Schechinger, 2016; Weber, 2002,
as cited in Weitzman, 2006).
Problem Statement
Though only a handful of studies to date have addressed the experiences of CNM clients
in psychotherapy, the extant research suggests that over a quarter of the CNM clients
interviewed reported experiencing harmful outcomes in therapy as the result of their therapists’
anti-CNM biases (Schechinger, 2016; Schechinger & Moors, 2014; Weitzman et al., 2009). To
date, few researchers have studied the presence of anti-CNM attitudes or bias amongst therapists.
At the time the present study was proposed, only two studies were found that examined
therapists’ attitudes directly, both of which are quite dated (i.e., Hymer & Rubin, 1982; Knapp,
1975). In both cases, the therapists surveyed held negative attitudes against those in CNM
relationships. More recent research in this vein has focused on CNM clients’ perceptions of their
therapists’ cultural competence in working with CNM clients (Schechinger, 2016; Schechinger,
Sakaluk, & Moors, 2018), but, at the time this study was proposed, has not directly assessed
therapists’ attitudes or biases. It was the purpose of the present study to address this gap in the
literature.
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Literature Review
Types of CNM Relationships
Several different terms have been used to refer to various types of CNM relationships.
These include polyamory, monogamish, open, and swinging relationships. As Taormino (2008)
noted, these labels do not necessarily comprise entirely mutually exclusive categories, nor do
they imply that such relationships labels always remain static. For instance, polyamorous
partners could also engage in swinging. Partners may also change their relationship type (or the
“ground rules” they use to define their relationship agreement) over time. For instance, a couple
that has an open relationship may choose to close it briefly during a time of transition, then open
it again at a later date. As such, it is important to be aware of the fluidity and limitations of these
terms.
Polyamory. Polyamory, often shortened to “poly,” is a term used to describe a form of
CNM in which individuals are free to engage in sexually and/or emotionally intimate
relationships with multiple partners. Though the potential exists for partners to engage in
multiple extra-dyadic sexual relationships, the primary emphasis is placed not on sex, but on
love. In fact, some polyamorists choose to engage in emotionally (but not sexually) intimate
relationships with some of their partners (Easton & Hardy, 2009; Klesse, 2006). Just as poly
relationships can vary in terms of whether they involve emotional intimacy or both sexual and
emotional intimacy, there are many variations with respect to who is intimate with whom, and to
what degree. One variation is the primary/secondary relationship structure, wherein the former is
regarded as the “main” relationship (often the longest-lasting, or most important), and other
relationships are considered more ancillary (Labriola, 2003). Alternately, polyamorous
relationships may involve three or more individuals, all of whom are relatively equally involved
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with and important to one another, sometimes called a “triad,” “quad,” (Barker, 2005) or “polyfamily” (Labriola, 2003). These arrangements can further vary in terms of whether partners are
permitted to form ancillary relationships with others, or not (sometimes referred to as
“polyfidelity” in the latter case [Labriola, 2003]). Other polyamorous arrangements may involve
combinations of three or more individuals who do not necessarily have intimate relationships
with one other; for example, Partner A may have a relationship with Partners B and C, but
Partners B and C do not have a relationship with one another. These various configurations are
sometimes named after the letter of the alphabet which resembles the relationship formation (a
V, in the case of the former example). Additionally, a single individual may identify as having a
polyamorous relational orientation regardless of whether are not that individual is presently in a
relationship (Labriola, 2003).
Monogamish. Coined by sex-blogger Dan Savage, monogamish is used to refer to a
couple who identifies as being primarily monogamous, but who have an agreement in which
certain forms of extra-dyadic sexual activity are sometimes permissible (Savage, 2011). The
“rules” regarding what is permissible will vary from couple to couple. The term has been
increasingly used by the public and has started to appear in the research literature (e.g., Hosking,
2013; Parsons, Starks, DuBois, Grov, & Golub, 2013).
Open relationship. This term has been inconsistently defined in the research literature,
partly as a function of meaning evolving over time. Historically, “open relationship” (or “open
marriage)” was an umbrella term for CNM (Kurdek & Schmitt, 1986) and is sometimes still used
in this way (Zimmerman, 2012). More recently, its definition has narrowed in some circles, and
is typically associated with couples who have an arrangement in which they are free to pursue
sexually (but not emotionally) intimate connections outside of the primary relationship (Hosking,
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2013; Zimmerman, 2012). Unlike swinging (see below), extra-dyadic partners are typically
pursued by each partner independently rather than as a couple.
Swinging. Also referred to as “co-marital sex” or “spouse swapping” in some earlier
research, swinging refers to the practice of married, typically heterosexual, couples exchanging
partners almost exclusively for sexual purposes. Typically, swingers connect with other swingers
at parties or through social media which exists for this purpose (Peabody, 1982).
Prevalence and Demographic Characteristics of CNM
Obtaining accurate prevalence data on CNM overall or the various forms it may take is
difficult for several reasons, which will be reviewed in more detail below. Despite these
difficulties, recent studies have provided what appear to be sound estimates of current and
lifetime prevalence of engagement in CNM. Results from a non-targeted sample have estimated
current CNM prevalence at 5% of North American adults (Rubin, Moors, Matsick, Ziegler, &
Conley, 2014). In addition, Haupert, Gesselman, Moors, Fisher, and Garcia (2016), utilizing two
separate national samples of US adults (totaling 8,718 individuals), found that 20% of Americans
had previously been in a CNM relationship at some point during their lives. However, Moore
(2015), utilizing a structured random sample, reported somewhat lower rates of current and
lifetime prevalence: 3% of participants reported they were currently engaged in an “open
relationship,” and an additional 10% reported having been in such a relationship in the past.
It should also be noted that there is evidence that suggests a sizeable number of
individuals who had not engaged in a CNM relationship at the time they were queried about this
topic reported that they would be open to participating in one in the future (Cole & Spaniard,
1974; Moore, 2015; Moors, Conley, Edelstein, & Chopik, 2015). For instance, nearly 7% of the
monogamists in a study by Cole and Spaniard (1974) reported that they would be interested in
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trying swinging if an opportunity to do so were to present itself. An additional 14% of
participants from the Moore (2015) study said that they would consider being in an “open
relationship” in the future; 13% reported that they were “not sure” if they would consider this,
and 2% reported that they would “prefer not to say.”
Demographic characteristics. Most of the studies that have attempted to describe the
demographic characteristics of those who engage in CNM have reached fairly consistent
findings. Typically, research has yielded a preponderance of White, well-educated, middle- and
upper-class professionals, who range in age from the late 20s or mid-30s to the mid-40s or mid50s, and who report having one primary partner (Jenks, 1985a; Levitt, 1988; Sheff, 2005; Sheff
& Hammers, 2011; Weber, 2002, as cited in Klesse, 2014a).
Race and CNM. While many studies have found that the vast majority of individuals
who engage in CNM are White, the largest and most recent studies (Haupert et al., 2016; Rubin
et al., 2014) have found that members of other racial/ethnic backgrounds engage in CNM at
similar rates. Rubin and colleagues (2014) have posited that the racial homogeneity observed
elsewhere may be the product of over-reliance on community-based recruitment strategies and
small sample sizes. Others have suggested that if the racial and ethnic differences are genuine
and not an artifact of sampling methodology, they may be attributable to minority individuals
facing additional barriers to practicing CNM as compared to White individuals. These concerns
include fears related to discrimination, community rejection, and tokenism, while simultaneously
lacking the “privilege buffer” that mitigates the effects of CNM-related stigma for White people
(Haupert et al., 2016; Klesse, 2014a; Sheff, 2005; Sheff & Hammers 2011).
Gender and CNM. Men have been found to be more likely to engage in extra-dyadic sex
(including cheating) to a greater extent than women (Blow & Hartnett, 2005), whereas women
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are more likely to seek secondary partners for emotional intimacy rather than sex alone (Allen &
Baucom, 2004). How these differences translate into men’s and women’s engagement in CNM is
complex and not entirely clear. While some studies have found that men are more likely to report
CNM engagement (Aral & Leichliter, 2010; Levitt, 1988), the largest and most recent studies
have found no differences in rates of engagement in CNM between men and women (Haupert et
al., 2016; Rubin et al., 2014).
Regardless of whether individuals of different genders engage in CNM at similar rates,
Moors, Rubin, and colleagues (2014) have found that female sexual minorities report similar
levels of desire to engage in CNM relationships and hold similar attitudes to male sexual
minorities regarding CNM. Subsequently, the authors have concluded that any gender
differences in the CNM involvement of gay men, lesbians, and bisexual men and women may be
because women might be more likely to abstain from certain sexual practices because of the
“sexual double-standard”—i.e., a social phenomenon wherein women are judged more
punitively for engaging in certain sexual behaviors when compared to men, who are less likely to
be viewed negatively or may even be praised for engaging in the same behavior (Sheff, 2005). In
addition, it has been suggested that men have a larger propensity to separate sex from love as
compared to women (Banfield & McCabe, 2001). This may make it easier for men to go beyond
contemplating alternatives to monogamy and actually engage in certain types of CNM
relationships; namely, those which emphasize sex without emotional intimacy. This is consistent
with several studies that have found that men are more likely to engage (or have greater interest
in) open relationships, group sex, and swinging as compared to polyamory (Adam, 2006;
Bettinger, 2005; LaSala, 2001), whereas the opposite pattern has been found in women (Allen &
Baucom, 2004).
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Most studies have limited their discussion of gender differences to men and women,
though the Cox and colleagues’ (2013) Polyamory Survey included prevalence rates for a “third
gender” category comprised of participants who self-identified as gender-queer, genderfluid,
transsexual, two-spirit, questioning, or other. Fifteen percent of participants endorsed a gender
identity from this third category. These numbers are remarkably higher than the estimated
prevalence of trans* individuals in the US population, which has been most recently reported as
0.5% (Crissman, Berger, Graham, & Dalton, 2014). Though further replication is warranted to
substantiate these findings, it seems logical that, like sexual minorities (discussed below), trans*
individuals might be more adept at questioning the validity of anti-CNM stigma as compared to
cisgender individuals, rendering them more open to recognizing the potential benefits of CNM
and subsequently pursuing CNM relationships.
Sexual orientation and CNM. A preponderance of individuals who identify as gay,
lesbian, and bisexual as compared to individuals who identify as heterosexual has also been
frequently reported in the CNM literature (Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983; Haupert et al., 2016;
Peplau, 1991; Weitzman, 2006). Some research has indicated that rates of CNM engagement
differ within the LGB community as well, with bisexual individuals reportedly engaging in CNM
relationships at the highest rates (Barker & Langdridge, 2010; Rust, 1996; Weitzman, 2006), and
gay men engaging in CNM relationships more often than lesbian women (Blumstein &
Schwartz, 1983; Green, Bettinger, & Zachs, 1996, as cited in Bonello & Cross, 2009; Shernoff,
2006). As was previously discussed with respect to gender, differences may also exist in terms of
what types of CNM individuals of various sexual orientations are most likely to engage. For
instance, Adam (2006) observed that the gay and bisexual men in his study who were nonmonogamous overwhelmingly engaged in open relationships or had three-way sex with an
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outside partner. In fact, only one of his participants mentioned an interest in polyamory—
interestingly, Adam noted that the suggestion came from the participant’s lesbian therapist. In
contrast, bisexual individuals, especially bisexual women, have been found in large numbers in
the polyamory community in some samples (Sheff, 2005; Weitzman, 2006). Other authors have
found no differences in the rates of CNM engagement in those who identified as bisexual as
compared to those who identified as gay or lesbian (Haupert et al., 2016). This may reflect
cohort differences with respect to some of the earlier published studies (Haupert et al., 2016). For
instance, Berger (1990) has attributed the increase in gay men’s monogamy as a response to the
AIDS/HIV epidemic, whereas Adam (2006) has suggested that the legalization of same-sex
marriage may be associated with greater acceptance of mononormative marital scripts among
gay men. Alternately, these differences may indicate sampling bias in the earlier research
(Haupert et al., 2016).
Difficulties in Researching CNM
With respect to the prevalence and demographic characteristics described above, it should
be noted that it is difficult to acquire statistically accurate data regarding CNM’s prevalence and
demographic breakdown for a variety of reasons. Among the most fundamental problems is the
necessity of reliance on self-report data, which may not always be accurate for a variety of
reasons. For instance, participants may feel pressure to represent themselves in an overly positive
way in order to combat anti-CNM stigma (Rubel & Bogaert, 2015). Additionally, self-report data
gathered on past levels of well-being and relationship satisfaction are often inaccurate, as these
tend to be based on one’s present beliefs about oneself or the relationship, rather than what was
felt during the period of interest (Robinson & Clore, 2002).
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A second fundamental problem is the fact that random assignment cannot be used to
study CNM, as it is, of course, not possible to randomly assign participants to a relationship
structure/orientation or relationship agreement. Other concerns related to sampling are also
present. For instance, much of the research on CNM has used samples collected via internet
surveys (Rubel & Bogaert, 2015). While the internet is largely accessible, online sampling is
nevertheless restricted to those with reliable Internet access, and the ability to view CNM-related
content can be further restricted by individuals’ privacy concerns or by filtering software on
public servers which block certain keywords (Schechinger, 2016). As such, internet-based
sampling tends to skew toward White, middle-class individuals (Rubin et al., 2014; Schechinger,
2016).
Word-of-mouth or “snowballing” sampling strategies are also commonly used in the
CNM literature. These approaches can be problematic because they may exaggerate the
prevalence of CNM in certain communities and subcultures (Haupert et al., 2016) and can result
in artificially homogenized samples (Rubel & Bogaert, 2015). For instance, researchers
interested in studying the relationship between bisexuality and CNM may choose to recruit
participants from an LGBT resource center because the sample is relatively small and
recruitment from this location would likely yield a more sizeable number of individuals as
compared to employing more traditional sampling methods. As an unintended side effect, this
sample may be significantly more likely to have, for example, fewer heterosexual identified
partnerships than the true population of interest. Self-selection may also present as an artifact
that compromises this sampling method. For example, married heterosexual couples with
children may fear the potential social cost they may incur if they are publicly revealed to be
practicing non-monogamy (i.e., some may fear losing custody of their children if people in their
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communities knew they engaged in CNM). Consequently, such individuals may be more
reluctant to publicly disclose such information, even in putatively anonymous research settings,
because they do not want to lose any of the social and economic privileges and securities that
come with being married and heterosexual in the US. Thus, there may be heretofore unaccounted
for reasons why significant differences likely exist between CNM individuals who agree to
participate in studies and those who decline (Peabody, 1982; Rubel & Bogaert, 2015). Despite
the problems associated with the sampling methods described above, these methods still may be
the most practical option for researchers in this area. As Adam (2006) has noted, obtaining
genuinely random samples from sexual minority populations can be “virtually unachievable” (p.
9).
Language, particularly identity labels, also contribute to the difficulty in accurately
estimating the prevalence and demographic characteristics of those who engage in CNM. For
instance, a couple who casually engages in sexual acts with another couple may or may not
consciously define their relationship as a consensually non-monogamous one, and each partner
may or may not choose to self-identify with the “swinger” label, even though their behaviors are
consistent with this terminology. Research shows that couples may deviate from total monogamy
at some points in their relationship, but still identify as monogamous (Blumstein & Schwartz,
1983; Bonello & Cross, 2009; Hoff & Beougher, 2010; Moors, Rubin, et al., 2014). This finding
may be exacerbated because some individuals use different terminology to describe the same
relationship structure or sexual practice. For instance, the phrase “open relationship” may be the
preferred terminology to refer to CNM in some subcultures, whereas “monogamish” may be
embraced elsewhere. There may be important differences regarding which terms individuals
typically perceive to more clearly fall under the CNM umbrella and which they perceive as
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“close enough” to monogamy that the non-monogamous nature of the relationship is rendered
mostly invisible to the individuals in that relationship and virtually or completely invisible to
society. It can be speculated that these preferences in terminology may vary as a function of age,
educational level, sexual orientation, political affiliation, or other personal identity factors,
though no study has been conducted to date which has addressed these possibilities
Other problems related to language have also been expressed. Cohen (2016) observed,
“There is little agreement on how to accurately define the various [CNM] groupings that
exist.”(p. 1). This is not just a concern with respect to how labels are used in popular culture, but
one that researchers struggle with, as well (Cohen, 2016). A review of the literature indicates that
CNM labels are inconsistently defined. For example, the term “open relationship” has been
defined as an overarching term for “non-monogamous” (Kurdek & Schmitt, 1986); a relationship
in which the partners desire only sexual (as opposed to romantic or emotional) relationships with
someone other than their primary partner (Hosking, 2013); and as an “umbrella term” for CNM,
but one that most often (but not always) refers to a relationship with two individuals who
consider one another to be primary partners (Zimmerman, 2012). Other language-related
concerns deal with whether various CNM terms describe an individual’s identity, or are better
used to describe one’s lifestyle, or a given romantic/sexual relationship. In the polyamory
community, for example, differing opinions have been expressed over whether polyamory
should be considered an identity or a lifestyle label (Tweedy, 2011).
Societal Perceptions of CNM
CNM relationships are widely believed to be less satisfying, committed, and meaningful
than monogamous relationships (Conley, Moors, Matsick, et. al, 2013; Conley, Ziegler, et
al.,2013; Hutzler et al., 2016; Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013). The individuals involved in them are
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viewed as unhappy, deviant, psychologically unwell, less fit to parent children, and more likely
to spread sexually transmitted infections (STIs; Hutzler et al., 2016; Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013;
Weitzman, 2007; West, as cited in Weitzman, 2006). In contrast, the societal perception of
monogamy is overwhelmingly positive and preferential (Conley, Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013;
Moors & Schechinger, 2014) despite there being no evidence which substantiates that
monogamy is truly superior to other relationship structures (Conley, Ziegler, et al., 2013; Rubel
& Bogaert, 2015). Indeed, Conley, Ziegler, and colleagues (2013) note that monogamy fails to
work for many people, as indicated by high rates of infidelity and divorce. Nevertheless,
mononormativity, the societal perception that monogamy is the best way to fulfil any
individual’s relationship needs, dominates Western culture and contributes to the stigmatization
of those who engage in CNM (Barker, 2005; Barker & Langdridge, 2010; DePaulo & Morris,
2005; Rubin, 1984).
This bias could lead to discriminatory legal practices and public policies, with arguably
the most concerning example being potential child custody loss because of one’s involvement in
a CNM relationship (Barker & Langdridge, 2010; Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013; Pallotta-Chiarolli,
2006; Pallotta-Chiarolli, Haydon, & Hunter, 2013; Sheff, 2014; Tweedy, 2011). That
engagement in CNM might be considered justification for legally removing one’s children has
been a noted concern of many parents who engage in CNM: Nearly one third of 430
polyamorous respondents to an online survey expressed concern that their engagement in
polyamory would affect future child custody decisions; 4% said their engagement in polyamory
already had affected their child custody to at least some degree (Walston, 2001, as cited in
Pallotta-Chiarolli et al., 2013). Thirteen percent of the polyamorous parents surveyed by PallottaChiarolli (2006) reported that they, or a CNM person they knew personally, had been
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discriminated against by Child Protective Services. Whether discrimination actually took place
or was the individual’s perception in these instances cannot be determined on the basis of those
studies. However, Tweedy (2011) describes a custody termination case in which a mother’s
polyamorous lifestyle was used to bolster the court’s termination decision by suggesting that the
mother’s practice of polyamory and sadomasochism contributed to her unfitness as a parent and
her inability to protect her daughter from abuse. Tweedy (2011) goes on to discusses several
criminal cases where an individual’s engagement in CNM was used to discredit or vilify,
including one case in which the court described polyamory as “grossly inappropriate conduct.”
As with any marginalized group, understanding how prejudice and discrimination are
experienced by individuals in CNM relationships is vital, as stigmatization is associated with
heightened chronic stress and increased mental and physical health risks (Clark, Anderson,
Clark, & Williams, 1999; Dohrenwend, 2000; Hatzenbuehler et al., 2014; Link & Phelan, 2006;
Major & O’Brien, 2005; Meyer, 2003; Pachankis, 2007; Paradies, 2006; Williams, 1999).
Particularly concerning for CNM individuals, there is evidence to suggest that perceived lack of
support for any type of romantic relationship is associated with lower self-esteem, poorer selfreported health symptoms, decreased commitment to the relationship, riskier sexual practices,
and greater probability of the relationship breaking-up (Etcheverry & Agnew, 2004; Lehmiller,
2012; Lehmiller & Agnew, 2006, 2007).
Research shows that the general public’s perception of CNM is negative and pervasive
(Cohen, 2016; Conley, Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013; Hutzler et al., 2016; Jenks, 1985a; Matsick,
Conley, Ziegler, Moors, & Rubin, 2014; Moors, Conley, et al., 2015; Moors, Matsick, Ziegler,
Rubin & Conley, 2013). In a series of four studies, Conley, Moors, Matsick, and colleagues
(2013) found that CNM relationships (and the individuals engaged in those relationships) were
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consistently rated as lonelier, less committed, less trusting, less meaningful, less sexually
satisfying, less “in love,” more jealous, and more likely to spread sexually transmitted diseases
as compared to monogamous relationships. In contrast, a “halo effect” was associated with
monogamous relationships. Participants rated the monogamous individuals higher on arbitrary
positive traits (e.g., traits unrelated to sexuality or relationships), such as recycling consistency,
abiding the law, and education level. A follow-up study (Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013) was
conducted to determine if participants rated CNM as they did because they believed that the
individuals in the CNM relationship had entered it because they had become bored or dissatisfied
with their current monogamous relationship and had turned to CNM only to try and rectify the
problem (Miller, 2013). Despite inclusion of language that made it clear that the individuals in
the CNM relationships were happy and had been in a CNM relationship from the start, the
second study had the same outcome as the first (Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013). Another study
comparing participants’ perceptions of monogamous and polyamorous relationships (Hutzler et
al., 2016) yielded similar results, with participants rating individuals in a polyamorous
relationship as higher in promiscuity, unsafe sexual practices, and sex drive; and lower in
relationship satisfaction, trustworthiness, and morality as compared to individuals in a
monogamous relationship.
With respect to different types of CNM relationships, the societal view of polyamory is
the most favorable (Cohen, 2016; Matsick et al., 2014). Cohen (2016) compared participants’
ratings of passages depicting monogamous, open to having sexual relationships with others, and
polyamorous couples. The monogamous couple was rated as having the greatest relationship
satisfaction, followed by the polyamorous couple, though it should be noted that the effect size
for these differences was quite small. Polyamorous individuals in the Matsick and colleagues
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(2014) study were rated as more mature and more conventional than swingers. Additionally,
polyamorous people were rated as more moral and less self-oriented compared to both swingers
and those in open relationships. In contrast, swingers were rated as dirtier, more open to new
experiences, and more radical than those in polyamorous relationships; and kinkier and less
responsible than those in both polyamorous and open relationships. Matsick and colleagues
(2014) posited that relationships emphasizing the idea of loving more than one person (e.g.,
polyamory) as opposed to those emphasizing having sexual relationships with more than one
person are more acceptable because the latter violate both the cultural norm against sexual
activity outside of a loving relationship and the norm that a loving, sexual relationship can only
exist when two people are romantically exclusive with one another, whereas polyamorous
relationships violate only the second. The disfavor for swinging has been found to exist even
within the CNM community, as some polyamorists distance themselves from swingers by
emphasizing that the polyamorous lifestyle focuses on love and not on sex (Frank & de Lamater,
2010; Ritchie, 2010; Wilkinson, 2010). At the same time, some swingers have been critical of
polyamorous individuals for their “conservative” attitudes toward sex (Frank & de Lamater,
2010).
These negative societal perceptions of CNM are perhaps partly attributable to a lack of
awareness and exposure of CNM relationships. In a two-part study conducted by Hutzler and
colleagues (2016) just over half of participants were aware of polyamory as a relationship
structure. Approximately one-third of participants indicated that they knew people who had a
polyamorous relationship, with about half of these indicating a “strong” knowledge of the
relationship in question. Both exposure to CNM terms and knowing someone in a CNM
relationship/who identifies as polyamorous was found to be positively related to more positive
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attitudes towards polyamory. In part two of the study, an experimental manipulation was
employed in which some participants received additional information about polyamory and
others did not. The added exposure to polyamory was associated with more positive ratings of
CNM. These results are consistent with the contact hypothesis, which in its most basic form
states that having positive contact with outgroup members facilitates learning and decreases
prejudice toward the outgroup (Allport, 1954). Hutzler and colleagues (2016) also reported that
individuals who endorsed more “traditional” traits (e.g., were high on traits like religiosity
political conservativism) rated polyamory less favorably than those who did not.
Moors and colleagues (2015) also posited that individuals’ attitudes towards CNM would
vary as a function of gender and attachment style. Specifically, it was hypothesized that
anxiously attached individuals are likely to be preoccupied with concerns related to partner
abandonment and would subsequently hold less favorable views of CNM. In contrast, avoidant
individuals, who tend to minimize the expression of intimacy, were hypothesized to view CNM
more positively because they may perceive it as a relationship structure in which they can invest
less and spread that investment out across multiple partners. The survey responses of 1,281
heterosexual individuals indicated that men, in contrast to sampled women, reported significantly
more positive attitudes towards CNM, a greater willingness to engage in a CNM relationship,
and higher levels of attachment style avoidance. Avoidance was also positively correlated with
reporting positive attitudes towards monogamy and willingness to engage in a CNM relationship
for both men and women.
While comparatively little research has been done in this area, the extant literature
indicates that individuals in CNM relationships are aware of the negative societal perceptions of
CNM and feel personally affected by the pervasive idealization of monogamy and the
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stigmatization of other models of relationships. In a sample of nearly 4,000 polyamorous
identified individuals, 28.5% reported experiencing discrimination at some point in the past ten
years based on their polyamorous relationship structure or personal identification as
polyamorous. This contrasts with the experiences of a control group drawn from the general
population, where just 5.5% reported experiencing discrimination, and 12.8% of a comparison
group of African-Americans (Cox et al., 2013) who presumably reported feeling discriminated
against due to their African American identity. Similarly, Nearing (2000, as cited in Hutzler et
al., 2016) found that the majority of polyamorous individuals interviewed felt that there was
prejudice against their relationship structures, with 43% reported having personally experienced
an act of discrimination related to polyamory.
Relationship Quality Among CNM Individuals
While the societal perception of CNM is that it is inferior to monogamy, the
overwhelming majority of the research indicates that CNM and monogamous relationships can
be equally healthy and satisfying. Hosking (2013) has stated that partners’ adherence to the
agreed upon conditions of their relationship is more important than the nature of the agreement
itself in determining whether they will perceive a relationship as satisfying. In their systematic
review of the literature, Conley, Ziegler, and colleagues (2013) concluded that CNM should be
viewed as a viable alternative to monogamy, as there is no evidence to suggest that monogamy
affords superior benefits. More specifically, a recent meta-analysis indicated that overall,
monogamous and CNM couples did not significantly differ in terms of relationship quality
(Rubel & Bogaert, 2015).
No differences were found between couples in CNM and monogamous relationships with
respect to self-reported levels of marital adjustment and happiness (Rubin, 1982; Rubin &
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Adams, 1978, as cited in Rubin & Adams, 1986). Secure attachment style, an indicator of
healthy adjustment, was found to be more common among individuals in CNM relationships as
opposed to those in monogamous ones (Moors, Conley, et al., 2015). Two-thirds of the
participants in Knapp’s (1976) study who had reported transitioning from a monogamous
relationship structure to a polyamorous one indicated that they experienced an increase in marital
satisfaction as they became more involved in polyamory. Similarly, the majority of CNM
participants in several studies (Buunk, 1980; Ramey, 1975) reported feelings of satisfaction with
their primary relationship.
While the samples in the studies cited above are largely comprised of heterosexual
participants, evidence indicates that gay men, lesbians, and bisexual individuals in both CNM
and monogamous relationships also report similar levels of relationship quality, commitment,
intimacy, and dyadic adjustment (Blasband & Peplau, 1985; Bonello, 2009; Kurdek & Schmitt,
1986; LaSala, 2004; Parsons, Starks, Gamarel & Grov, 2012; McWhirter & Mattison, 1984, as
cited in Weitzman, 2006; Peplau, Cochran, Rook, & Padesky, 1978; Ramirez & Brown, 2010).
The bulk of the studies named above focus on men who have sexual relationships with other
men, with fewer studying lesbian partnerships. No quantitative studies were found which
explicitly addressed relationships between bisexual men and bisexual women, bisexual men and
heterosexual women, and/or bisexual women and heterosexual men. Of the researchers who have
addressed CNM among lesbian partnerships, direct comparisons were not made to lesbian and
bisexual women in monogamous relationships. However, evidence suggests that lesbian and
bisexual women who engage in CNM are quite happy with their relationships: West (1996, as
cited in Weitzman, 2006) found that 88% of her polyamorous lesbian sample reported
“considerable happiness” in their relationships, and 80% indicated that they would choose a
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polyamorous relationship structure again. Dixon (1985, as cited in Weitzman, 2006) found that
76% of participants in her sample who identified as bisexual swingers reported “good” or
“excellent” levels of sexual satisfaction in their relationships.
In contrast to the above, a comparatively small number of researchers (e.g., Bell &
Weinberg, 1978, as cited in LaSala, 2001; Hoff, Beougher, Chakravarty, Darbes, & Neilands
2010; Saghir & Robins, 1973, as cited in LaSala, 2001) have found superior outcomes for
monogamy for some relationship quality variables. These studies are all comparisons of
monogamous and CNM gay and/or bisexual men (the majority of whom engaged in “open
relationship” type arrangements where partners were permitted to have casual sex, but did not
form close attachments to other partners, or in which the couple would engage in sexual activity
with an additional man (or men). However, a more careful review of this literature indicates that
factors related to the couples’ decision to become CNM, and not CNM itself, are primarily
responsible for (or at least contribute to) this discrepancy. Specifically, LaSala (2001) noted that
the CNM men in the Saghir and Robins (1973) study had chosen to become non-monogamous
only after becoming unhappy in their monogamous relationship, and the CNM men in the Bell
and Weinberg (1978) study were more likely than monogamous men to endorse an item stating
their partners failed to respond to sexual requests (it is not clear whether they chose to engage in
CNM after becoming unhappy in their previous monogamous relationship because of this).
Jealousy as a Toxin to Relationship Quality
It is widely assumed that monogamy helps prevent jealousy, and that jealousy is both
inevitable and hugely problematic for those in CNM relationships (Conley, Moors, Matsick, et
al., 2013). Is this assumption both logically and empirically valid? Obviously not, as monogamy
does not entirely prevent partners from experiencing jealousy (Conley, Moors, Matsick, et al.,
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2013). While one study found that levels of jealousy in CNM and monogamist individuals
appeared to be equal across respondents in both types of relationships (Rubin & Adams, 1986),
this pattern has not been replicated in other studies of this topic. Specifically, multiple studies
have indicated that levels of jealousy appear to be lower for (Jenks, 1985b; Johnson, Giuliano,
Herselman, & Hutler, 2015; Parsons et al., 2012) and better managed by (Bringle & Buunk,
1991; de Visser & McDonald, 2007) individuals engaged in CNM as compared to respondents
engaged in monogamous relationships.
It has been suggested that individuals in CNM relationships may respond or attribute
different meaning to the experience of jealousy, which is reflected in the terminology that is
often used to describe the phenomenon among members of the CNM community. For example,
feeling uncertain or uncomfortable about a partner’s intimacy with someone else might be
described as feeling “wibbly,” “wobbly,” or “shaky” (Ritchie & Barker, 2006, p. 594-595), terms
that are related to jealousy, but appear to be milder and less traumatic (Conley, Ziegler, et al.,
2013). Given the structure of CNM relationships, it may also be easier for partners to be honest
about their feelings and turn to one another for support and reassurance as compared to those in a
monogamous relationship. Lastly, it is also worth noting that instead of feeling jealous, many
individuals in CNM relationships report having positive feelings about their partners’ extradyadic relationships (Moors et al., 2017; Ramey, 1975; Ritchie & Barker, 2006; Rubel &
Bogaert, 2015; Weitzman, 2006). This has been termed “compersion” (Polyamory Society, n.d,
n.p.; Ritchie & Barker, 2006, p. 593) or feeling “frubbly” (Ritchie & Barker, 2006, p. 588). Both
terms refer to a sense of joy that one’s partner is able to be sexually or emotionally intimate with
another person besides oneself.
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Some authors have cautioned that just because feelings of jealousy are less common or
less intense for the majority of those in CNM relationships, there are still many individuals in
who will experience considerable difficulty related to jealousy. Upwards of one-third of CNM
individuals reported feeling jealousy to some degree (Rubel & Bogaert, 2015). Further, in at least
some instances, the presence of jealousy was described by some CNM individuals as excessive
or problematic. For instance, 32% of swingers in Ramey’s (1975) study reported becoming
increasingly jealous as they became more involved with swinging. In another study of former
swingers, 25% reported that they had been “very jealous” at some point during the time they
engaged in swinging (Murstein, Case, & Gunn, 1985, as cited in Rubel & Bogaert, 2015).
Finally, swingers who stopped swinging were most likely to cite jealousy as the reason (Denfeld,
1974, as cited in Rubel & Bogaert, 2015). The studies indicating that jealousy may be somewhat
more problematic than the bulk of the CNM literature tended to focus on respondents in
swinging as opposed to other types of CNM relationships. This finding may suggest that
problematic levels of jealousy are more prevalent among this swinging subgroup. Regardless of
CNM type, however, researchers have acknowledged that while jealousy is often present in
CNM relationships, it is usually manageable and will frequently diminish over time (Bergstrand
& Williams, 2011; de Visser & McDonald, 2007; Murstein et al., 1985, as cited in Rubel &
Bogaert, 2015; Ramey, 1975; Smith & Smith, 1970).
Relationship Longevity
It has been suggested that CNM relationships are more likely to end prematurely because
of difficulties associated with not being monogamous (e.g., presumed lower levels of
relationship commitment, burnout due to logistical limits of having to divide finite time fairly
between multiple partners, and so on). However, Rubin and Adams (1986) found that CNM and
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monogamous relationships did not differ with respect to relationship longevity. Moreover, the
authors found that CNM relationships generally did not end because of the special issues
articulated at the beginning of this paragraph. Rather, Ramey (1975) found that CNM
relationships tended to end for the same kinds of reasons as monogamous relationships (e.g.,
partners growing apart, experiencing unequal attraction toward one another, the stress incumbent
with being in a long-distance relationship, and so on). Other research on samples of gay and
bisexual men have found a positive association between having a sexually open relationship
structure and relationship longevity (Blumtsein & Schwartz, 1983; Harry, 1984, as cited in
Adam, 2006; Ramirez & Brown, 2010)
Psychological Well-Being in CNM Individuals
Despite society’s negative perceptions of individuals in CNM relationships (e.g., that
they are likely to be unhappy, poorly adjusted, or at an increased risk to suffer from mental
health problems), the bulk of the literature indicates that CNM individuals have similar or, in
some cases, superior levels of psychological well-being as compared to monogamous
individuals—see Rubel and Bogaert’s (2015) meta-analysis for a review. For instance, a recent
poll (Cox et al., 2013) found that the rates of happiness reported by polyamorous individuals
were slightly higher than happiness scores of the general population. No significant differences
were found between monogamous and CNM individuals with respect to scores on neuroticism,
immaturity, maladjustment, promiscuity, (Knapp, 1976; Knapp, 1980, as cited in Peabody,
1982), patterns of alcohol use (Conley, Moors, Ziegler, et al., 2012; Parsons et al., 2013), or
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) scores (Twichell, 1974).
Comparatively, few studies have found poorer mental health outcomes for CNM as
compared to monogamous individuals—i.e., more pathological MMPI scores (Duckworth &
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Levitt, 1985) and higher rates of illicit drug use (Conley, Moors, Ziegler et al., 2012; Parsons et
al., 2013). In the case of the Duckworth and Levitt (1985) study, it has been noted that the study
appears to have suffered from methodological flaws to a greater degree those named in the
paragraph above (with the exception of the Twichell [1974] study, which has received similar
criticisms). Specific problem areas include utilization of too small and too homogenous samples,
arbitrarily selecting time periods of interest, and poorly operationalizing problem behaviors
(Jenks, 1998; Rubel & Bogaert, 2015). In the case of studies dealing with illicit drug use, it is
unclear whether the higher usage rates observed amongst CNM individuals was problematic
(e.g., associated with elevated levels of distress or impairment, more likely to result in legal
problems). It is possible that the higher rates of illegal drug use reflect different beliefs about the
appropriateness of recreationally experimenting with substances, and not problematic patterns of
substance use per se. This would make sense, given that both involvement in CNM and an
increased openness to experimentation with drugs may stem from a common source, namely,
unconventionality and questioning of widely held societal norms.
STI Transmission Rates
Despite the widespread public perception that CNM individuals are more likely to
contract and spread STIs (Hutzler et al., 2016; Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013; Weitzman, 2007
West, 1996, as cited in Weitzman, 2006), several studies have shown that CNM individuals’ rate
of STI infection is similar to those of individuals in monogamous relationships (Conley, Moors,
Ziegler, et al., 2012; Lehmiller, 2015; Weitzman, 2007) and that those in CNM relationships are
more likely to communicate about their sexual health with their partners and be regularly tested
for STIs (Conley, Moors, Ziegler, & Karathanasis, 2012; Cox et al., 2013; Lehmiller, 2015).
Evidence also suggests that individuals in CNM relationships are more vigilant about practicing
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safer sex. For instance, Lehmiller (2015) found that individuals in CNM relationships were not
more likely to have STIs, despite having approximately 40% more sexual partners than
individuals in monogamous relationships. Furthermore, among those participants who selfidentified as “monogamous,” nearly 25% reported having had a sexual partner or partners
besides their primary partner. As this was a significantly smaller number of extra-dyadic sexual
contacts as compared to the CNM group (approximately 75% of which reported extra-dyadic
sexual contact), Lehmiller concluded that the majority of the unfaithful monogamous participants
did not disclose their infidelities to their partners. Additionally, these unfaithful monogamous
partners were also less likely to be screened for STIs and less likely to use condoms as compared
to individuals in CNM relationships. The latter findings are consonant with the work of Conley,
Moors, Ziegler, and colleagues (2012), who found that when monogamous partners had a history
of having sex outside of their primary relationship, these individuals engaged in significantly
lower rates of safer sex behavior with their primary partner, were less likely to engage in STI
testing, and were less likely to discuss safer sex concerns with new partners as compared to
CNM participants. Finally, 25% of participants in a sample of CNM individuals (Weitzman,
2007) reported having an STI, which the authors reported are comparable to STI rates of
monogamous individuals described elsewhere (e.g., a study by Michael, Gagnon, Laumann, and
Kolata [1994]). Notably, approximately two-thirds of the individuals from Weitzman’s sample
stated that they had contracted the STI during a period when they were engaging in monogamy
prior to having entered a CNM relationship.
Harm to Children
Other societal concerns regarding the unsuitability of CNM are related to parenting.
Specifically, it is commonly believed that children whose parents engage in CNM are vulnerable
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to psychological damage and that monogamous individuals make better parents (Conley, Moors,
Ziegler, et al., 2012). Unfortunately, little empirical research has been conducted in this area to
date. In addressing the parenting issue, Conley, Ziegler, and colleagues (2013) consider the
various forms CNM can take. Firstly, they have noted that parents who swing or who pursue
extra-dyadic relationships for sex alone would be unlikely to have their relationships with their
children be directly affected, as the children are not likely to know such details of their parents’
sex lives. In contrast, polyamory, given its emphasis on developing loving relationships with
multiple partners, is more likely to affect children, as some extra-dyadic partners may be
involved in the child’s life to varying degrees. As such, researchers exploring this issue have
focused on polyamorous parents over those who engage in other types of CNM relationships.
(Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013; Pallotta-Chiarolli; 2006; Sheff, 2010).
Waves two and three of Sheff’s longitudinal Polyamory Family Study focused on
polyamorous individuals who co-parented children and the children themselves, respectively; her
work provides a wealth of information regarding their experiences. Both children and parents
reported that children who had formed close relationships with their parents’ partners were
deeply troubled when those relationships ended (Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013; Sheff, 2010).
However, Sheff (2010) noted that this is not a concern that is entirely unique to poly parents, as
children of divorce, separation, or of single parents may also have parents’ partners enter and
leave their lives. Thus, this should not be considered a drawback of CNM specifically.
Furthermore, some polyamorous co-parents made efforts to mitigate damage from such
dissolutions by maintaining friendships with their partners after ending an intimate relationship
and continuing to be involved with their former partner’s child(ren) (Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013).
Children in the study reported that some disadvantages of being raised in a poly family included
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feelings of jealousy, over-crowding in their homes/lack of privacy, and feeling “excessively”
supervised by their various caregivers. The impact of anti-CNM stigma was minor: Most
children did not report difficulties related to coming out to others (e.g., friends, coaches,
teachers) as being part of a poly family because divorce has made having multiple co-parents
somewhat commonplace.
With respect to potential benefits, polyamorous parents reported several positive aspects
of raising children in poly families: More co-parents can mean that there is additional time to
spend with children and that they can spend less time in daycare. Furthermore, having more
adults in one’s life increases the likelihood that one of them will share hobbies or interests with
the child, or possess unique skills which they can help the child acquire (Sheff, 2010). Other
parents noted that they believed their children were being raised in an open, honest, and “sexpositive environment,” which helped them to see their parents as “real people” (Sheff, 2010).
Like their parents, many of the children described benefits of being raised in a poly family,
including practical advantages (e.g., having more people available to provide transportation if
needed) as well appreciation for the emphasis on honesty, respect for diversity, and personal
choice that characterized their upbringing, which several stated made them feel as though they
were closer to their parents as compared to their peers who had been raised by monogamous
couples (Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013). Generally, the children appeared to be “remarkably well
adjusted, articulate, intelligent and self-confident” (Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013, p. 199). PallottaChiarolli, (2006), utilizing statistical data from the Loving More Polyamory Survey and
qualitative data collected in Australia, reported similar findings to those described above.
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Social Rejection and Discrimination
Given the negative public perception of CNM, individuals who engage in it may have
experienced rejection from family and friends (or fear of rejection should their CNM lifestyle be
known). Subsequently, many CNM individuals feel that it is necessary to keep their relationship,
or at least certain elements of their lifestyle, secret. In particular, parents who engage in CNM
often express concerns about coming out to their children. Disclosure with young children may
be especially challenging: CNM parents may feel uncertain about how much information to
provide during a given developmental period, or what might happen should the child then share
information with their friends or teachers. Some feel that their CNM status is best kept from their
children, as it would be too upsetting or too difficult for them to understand. Even when parents
want to be open with their children about their CNM status, research indicates that they rarely
do. For instance, while three-quarters of CNM parents stated that they would like to be out to
their children, only 21% were fully open with them (Watson & Watson, 1982).
Even in situations in which CNM individuals come out to their family and friends and the
disclosure goes well, the individual may find themselves in the role of repeatedly educating
others about their lifestyle. Individuals may also want to demonstrate to friends and family that
CNM is a viable alternative to monogamy and may feel as though they can “prove” it with their
relationship’s success (Falco, 1995, as cited in Weitzman et al., 2009). This can feel stressful,
invasive, and put additional pressures on the individual’s relationship(s). Some clients may feel
as though they are unable to confide in family and friends about their CNM relationships,
especially when troubles arise, for fear of being judged, misunderstood, or “proving” that CNM
is universally problematic (Fierman & Poulsen, 2011).
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Substantial concerns related to prejudice and discrimination may also be present. It
should be noted that visibility in mainstream society carries several risks: CNM individuals have
reported that they have lost jobs, been denied housing, and lost custody of their children because
of their CNM status (Barker & Langdridge, 2010; Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013; Pallotta-Chiarolli,
2006; Sheff, 2014; Taormino, 2008; Tweedy, 2011; Weitzman, 2006). As such, many clients
may feel that it is necessary to maintain a double life in communal spaces, such as at work,
school, or one’s neighborhood. Regardless of how visible one chooses to be, there are other legal
matters to consider. For instance, not all partners in a polyamorous relationship who might like
to marry will be able to do so, as the state will not recognize marriage unions with more than one
person. This can result in partners having unequal access to spousal health benefits (Taormino,
2008; Weitzman, 2006; Weitzman et al., 2009; Zimmerman, 2012) or opportunities to legally
adopt the child of one’s partner. Hospitals may deny CNM individuals the right to visit their nonlegally married spouse or their non-biological/not-legally adopted child (Barker & Langdridge,
2010; Weitzman, 2006). In the event of a break-up, co-parents who have not legally adopted a
child have no recognized visitation rights (Barker & Langdridge, 2010; Weitzman, 2006). Not
only should therapists validate their CNM clients’ experiences with prejudice and discrimination,
it is recommended that they preemptively acknowledge this reality and assess how individual
clients are impacted by these concerns.
Benefits of CNM
There are many benefits which are unique to CNM, with perhaps the most obvious being
the enjoyment many individuals feel from being free to have sexual and/or emotional
relationships with more than one partner. Ramey (1975) has documented that the benefits of
polyamory extend far beyond this, including, but not limited to, the following experiences:
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increased personal freedom,

•

sexual exploration in a non-judgmental setting,

•

strengthened bond with spouse,

•

new personality aspects emerging through relating to more people,

•

being loved more,

•

feeling desired/wanted more,

•

an enhanced sense of belongingness,

•

more companionship,

•

intellectual variety,

•

increased self-awareness,

•

added depth in social relationships, and

•

increased opportunities for personal growth.
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In addition to identifying many of the above benefits, Moors, Matsick, and Schechinger (2017)
also mention community and family related benefits—for instance, having a strong friendship
network (which can refer to either the larger CNM community or forming friendship
relationships with partners’ partners, or both) enhanced feelings of security because they could
rely upon more than one person for help and support because one is committed to many; and
feeling that one is “part of a big, happy, close-knit chosen family.” Several researchers have
noted that CNM families where partners live together may derive additional benefits, such as
having more people to share in housekeeping duties, childcare, and financial responsibilities
(Goldfeder & Sheff, 2013; Makanjuola, 1987, as cited in Weitzman 2006; Moors et al., 2017;
Sheff, 2010; Weitzman et al., 2009). Kinship networks can develop among non-cohabitating
partners, too, in which support may take the form of activities like house- or pet-sitting, and so
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on (Keener, 2004, as cited in Weitzman, 2009). Furthermore, many CNM individuals find it
freeing to be released from the monocentric expectation that they alone must meet all of their
partner’s sexual, emotional, and intellectual needs, and vice-versa (Knapp, 1976; Moors et al.,
2017; Rust, 1996; Weitzman et al., 2009).
For some, CNM (polyamory in particular) is also a means of challenging patriarchal
expectations (Kassoff, 1988; Ramey, 1975; Sheff, 2005). Research indicates that polyamorous
individuals are less possessive of their partners and less competitive with others who their
partners may find attractive (Dixon, 1985, as cited in Moors et al., 2015). Further, CNM
individuals tend to have a lot of practice communicating their needs and reaching mutually
satisfying agreements with their partners (Moors et al., 2017; Weitzman et al., 2009); many
CNM individuals report that this degree of honesty and openness enables a deeper degree of trust
and commitment than that which could be experienced in a monogamous relationship (Moors et
al., 2017). As noted earlier, some CNM individuals may also experience compersion (Keener,
2004, as cited in Weitzman, 2006; Moors et al., 2017; Polyamory Society, n.d.), or at least an
absence of worry about their partner’s(’) potential infidelity (Keener, 2004, as cited in
Weitzman, 2006; Moors et al., 2017).
While it is difficult to accurately assess the prevalence of infidelity, the results of a
substantive review (Blow & Hartnett, 2005) indicate that sexual intercourse with a person
besides the primary partner occurs in up to 25% of committed monogamous relationships.
Emotional affairs not involving sexual intercourse are estimated to be even more common, with
approximately 35% of women and 45% of men having engaged in such a relationship at least
once during what was supposed to be a committed monogamous relationship (American
Association for Marriage and Family Therapy, 2014). These statistics indicate that extra-dyadic
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sexual and emotional desire is quite common, and CNM can be an ethical solution. For instance,
CNM can provide some couples with much needed alternatives to divorce for traditional
marriages where sexual exclusivity appears to be the primary impetus for relationship difficulties
(e.g., marriages where one partner has significantly higher sex drive than the other, so much so
that the less sexual partner cannot comfortably match this desire; marriages where one or both
partners don’t find each other sexually attractive, but where these partners wish to remain both
sexually active AND together; etc. [Sheff, 2005; Weitzman et al., 2009; Zimmerman, 2012]).
These kinds of arrangements require a great deal of negotiation, can be emotionally painful at
times, and are arguably situations where utilizing the services of a competent mental health
professional might be essential to arrive at a mutually satisfying/acceptable resolution that is a
potentially viable and/or preferable alternative to divorce (Cook, 2002; Zimmerman, 2012).
CNM can also help make the sexual orientation of those who identify as bisexual or
pansexual more visible (Weitzman, 2006). Often, others falsely presume bisexual and pansexual
individuals to be hetero- or homosexual based on the perceived gender of their current partner.
Besides rendering bi- and pansexuality less visible in society at large, this can be extremely
invalidating for the individual. Even when one is openly “out” as bisexual or pansexual, public
(mis)perception is often that the individual has “finally decided” to be either gay or straight after
becoming involved in a long-term (and presumably) monogamous relationship. As Weitzman
(2006) noted, when an individual is instead known to have both a male partner and a female
partner, these kinds of misassumptions would not be made.
Therapists’ Multicultural Training in CNM Issues
The mental health field has come to recognize the importance of diversity with respect to
a variety of multicultural issues, including race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, gender
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identity, age, and ability status. Increasingly, the American Psychological Association (APA) has
endeavored to view the term “multicultural” in an even fuller sense, by “considering contextual
factors…[as described in Bronfrenbrenner’s (1977, 1979) ecological model]...and
intersectionality among and between reference group identities” (APA, 2017, p. 8). When it
comes to training student therapists, the extent to which these diversity issues are emphasized
and the manner in which multicultural competence is addressed may vary by degree type (e.g.,
doctoral versus masters’ programs), by discipline (clinical, counseling, and community
psychology, social work, marriage and family therapy, and so on), and by individual training
program. Of concern, such training is often not required, may be lacking in rigor, and it can be
challenging to assess training efficacy (Champaneria & Axtell, 2004; Grove, 2009; Price et al.,
2005). That said, many programs do require, or at least offer, a “diversity course” in their
curricula, the purpose of which is to ensure students gain multicultural competence in working
with clients from diverse backgrounds. It may also be expected that other courses will address
relevant multicultural issues as appropriate, which will further contribute to students’
multicultural competency. One of the most recognized approaches involves heightening
awareness of one’s own beliefs, biases, and attitudes; gaining knowledge and understanding of
various minority groups; and developing skills and tools to provide culturally-sensitive
interventions (Sue, Zane, Nagayama Hall, & Berger, 2009). While a commendable training goal,
the specifics of how these objectives are to be fulfilled are unclearly defined and inconsistently
employed across disciplines and individual programs. Over and above the variability in how
programs approach this issue, there is further difficulty in determining which diversity topics to
address first and how much time to devote to each one. This becomes increasingly challenging
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given that the number of topics to cover keeps expanding while the number of class periods
available to cover the content remains the same.
It is especially unclear how CNM fits into this picture. For one, the federal and state
governments, as well as various organizations and accreditation bodies, do not recognize CNM
as a (protected) status. Indeed, the aforementioned typically fail to consider CNM as a status at
all, as evidenced by its exclusion from nationally representative surveys, official documents, and
other forms that involve the collection of demographic information. This may communicate to
both the general public and training institutions that CNM is less important or less prevalent than
other diversity concerns, despite the fact that the number of people who identify with a CNM
label is estimated to be roughly equivalent to the number of people who identify as gay, lesbian,
or bisexual (Moors & Schechinger, 2014). Furthermore, CNM is not currently required to be
included as part of the multicultural curriculum (Bisexual Issues Committee, 2017; Weitzman et
al., 2009).
Even when progressive institutions attempt to move towards inclusion, there may be
confusion as to where to place CNM within the broader multicultural framework. As Klesse
(2014b) has noted, whether CNM is best conceptualized as an identity (Barker, 2005), a
relationship orientation (Anapol, 2010), a relationship practice (Lano & Parry-Lano, 1995), or a
sexual orientation (Tweedy, 2011) is the subject of ongoing debate. Others have argued that
regardless which of the above classifications is best, CNM falls under the larger umbrella of the
gender and sexual minority (GSM) community (Schechinger, 2016) The GSM community began
promoting the rights of gay men and lesbians and has since undergone a vast expansion of
inclusivity. Today, it includes individuals of myriad sexual orientations (e.g., those who identify
as queer, bisexual, pansexual, fluid, or asexual), gender identities (e.g., those who identify as
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trans* or genderqueer), and individuals who practice unconventional and often stigmatized forms
of sexual expression, such as bondage and discipline (B&D), sadism/masochism (S&M), and
other kinds of “kink” (Nichols & Shernoff, 2007). Clearly, CNM individuals share many
concerns with the other groups represented within the larger GSM community, including general
societal disapproval, minority stress, housing discrimination, marital/partnership rights,
discrimination on moral/religious grounds, invisibility, social stigma, parental concerns about
children being bullied, and concerns related to coming out or remaining closeted (Schechinger,
2016; Weitzman, 2007). Instructors attempting to provide their students with as much exposure
to diversity as possible may believe that, given the sheer number of identities and subcultures to
cover within GSM communities alone, instruction on the more universal concerns may be the
most practical focal point, with the assumption being that student therapists can extrapolate from
their knowledge about GSM in general in their work with CNM clients specifically. While there
is practicality to the above approach, it is unclear if it is enough. Lacking specific training,
therapists may never challenge their implicit biases regarding monogamy and may go on to
practice therapy believing many commonly held negative perceptions about CNM. Knowingly or
unknowingly, these therapists may promote monogamy as the relationship standard and
stigmatize their CNM clients in ways that are inappropriate and potentially damaging.
To date, a comprehensive study that documents the extent to which CNM issues are
covered in training programs has not been conducted. However, it is generally assumed that
student therapists’ exposure to CNM issues is often lacking or non-existent with respect to
internship training experiences, curricula, and graduate level texts. Further, it is also commonly
assumed that therapists are generally undereducated about the lives and unique needs of this
population (Weitzman, 2006; Weitzman et. al, 2009; Zimmerman, 2012). To address such
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omissions, I would urge training programs to consider the APA’s (2017) Multicultural
Guidelines: An Ecological Approach to Context, Identity, and Intersectionality and to adopt a
“queer paradigm” (Hammack, Frost, & Hughes, 2019) in curricula in which training is grounded
in a framework comprised of the following assumptions: that “intimacy may occur (1) within
relationships featuring any combination of cisgender, transgender, or nonbinary identities; (2)
with people of multiple gender identities across the life course; (3) in multiple relationships
simultaneously with consent; (4) within relationships characterized by consensual asymmetry,
power exchange, or role-play; (5) in the absence or limited experience of sexual or romantic
desire; (6) in the context of a chosen rather than biological family; and (7) in other possible
forms yet unknown” (Hammack et al., 2019, p. 556).
Anti-CNM Stigma in Therapists
The literature examining therapists’ multicultural competence in working with CNM
individuals is limited and much of it is somewhat dated, but what research has been done
indicates that competence in this area is disturbingly poor. Knapp (1975), the first researcher to
extensively study therapists’ attitudes of CNM clients, found that 33% of the therapists in her
sample thought that people in open relationships had personality disorders or neurotic
tendencies; approximately 20% of the therapists reported that they would try to influence a CNM
client to adopt a monogamous lifestyle. When comparing therapists’ attitudes about various
forms of CNM and secret affairs, Knapp (1975) found that 33% of therapists were personally
non-approving of sexually open marriages, 37% were non-approving of secret affairs, and 58%
were non-approving of recreational swinging. Therapists were “professionally non-approving”
(meaning, they would not try and hide their non-affirming stance from their clients) as well: 16%
were professionally non-approving of open marriages, 25% of secret affairs, and 38% of
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recreational swinging. Additionally, 9% of the therapists stated that they would directly attempt
to influence their clients to abandon a sexually open marriage structure and become
monogamous (compared with 12% of the therapists who said this of secret affairs and 17% who
said this of recreational swinging).
Hymer and Rubin (1982) have also examined therapists’ perceptions of extramarital sex
(e.g., cheating), swinging, and open marriages, and, like Knapp, (1975) found that swinging was
perceived more negatively than both extramarital sex and open marriage. The therapists who
perceived swinging negatively described swingers as fearing commitment and intimacy (25%);
having identity problems (19.5%); being narcissistic, borderline, or “emotionally dead” (14%);
and having regressive wishes, fear of aging, and being impulse-ridden (8%). Therapists viewed
sexually open marriages more positively than both swinging and extramarital sex, but many
therapists attributed negative traits to this group as well. Specially, therapists viewed those in
sexually open marriages as fearing intimacy (24%), being in marriages that were not adequately
fulfilling (15%), having identity problems (7%), and being “pseudo-intellectuals” (7%).
While few studies have addressed this issue, CNM clients’ perceptions of therapists’
helpfulness, affirmation, and knowledge regarding CNM has generally been found to be poor.
Rubin and Adams (1978), found that, among polyamorous-identified individuals who had sought
out psychotherapy previously, 27% found their therapists to be unsupportive of their relationship
orientation (as cited in Hymer & Rubin, 1982). More recently, Schechinger (2016) collected
open- and closed-ended survey data from 249 CNM individuals regarding their past and current
therapy experiences. Nearly a third of respondents found their therapist to be lacking the basic
knowledge of CNM to be an effective therapist, whereas only 27% of therapists were rated as
“quite knowledgeable of CNM.” Just over one-quarter of therapists seen were rated as either “not
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at all helpful” (15%) or “destructive” (11%). Finally, 11% of respondents reported premature
termination due to negative interactions with the therapist regarding their CNM identity or
lifestyle.
Furthermore, Schechinger and colleagues (2018) stated that many CNM individuals who
had previously been in therapy reported that their therapists engaged in behaviors that were
troubling and non-affirming. These behaviors included lacking basic awareness of CNM issues,
assuming clients were monogamous when they were not, encouraging clients to adopt a
monogamous lifestyle, attributing presenting problems as stemming from the client’s
relationship structure/CNM identity, and indicating to clients that they perceived CNM to be
“sick, bad, or inferior.” Similarly, Weber (2002) found that 38% of polyamorous individuals who
had tried therapy at some point in their history chose not to identify as polyamorous to their
therapists; 10 % of those who did reveal that they were polyamorous reported that their therapist
had a negative reaction to their disclosure (as cited in Weitzman, 2006). Knapp (1975) noted that
CNM individuals had recounted similar fears, which impacted their decisions about whether to
disclose their CNM status to the therapist or begin treatment in the first place. Given the above, it
is not surprising that Weitzman and colleagues (2009) have found that there is a perception
amongst the CNM community that therapists are poorly informed about both CNM
lifestyles/identities and the unique needs of CNM clients. As a result, individuals from these
communities who could benefit from therapy might not seek it out. And of those who do engage
in psychotherapy, many may be resigned to finding themselves in a position where they must use
their session time to educate their therapist about CNM, or even have to convince the therapist
that their identity or “lifestyle is no more pathological than, say, being gay” (Weitzman et al.,
2009, p. 19).
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Therapists’ Competency with Sexual Themes
Raising additional concerns regarding therapists’ competency in working with CNM
clients is the sizeable body of research which indicates that health care professionals, (apart from
those who specialize in treating sexual issues) have difficulty discussing sexual themes and are
reluctant to initiate conversations about sex. Over 50% of clinical psychologists were found to
rarely or never inquire about sexual well-being during intakes (Miller & Byers, 2009; Reissing &
Di Giulio, 2010). Results from a study by Haboubi and Lincoln, (2003) are even more troubling:
94% of health care professionals were “unlikely” to address sexual themes with their clients.
Therapists (as compared to medical doctors and nurses) reported the lowest level of training
related to sexuality, the lowest comfort level discussing sexual issues, and were the least willing
to discuss sexual themes with their clients.
Discomfort discussing sexual themes, poor sense of self-efficacy, and a general lack of
training regarding sexual issues are among the most frequently-cited explanations for therapists’
avoidance of sexual topics (Haboubi & Lincoln, 2003; Harris & Hays, 2008; Kazukauskas &
Lam, 2010; Miller & Byers, 2008, 2009, 2010). Evidence suggests that greater training in this
area is associated with increases in therapists’ self-efficacy in providing interventions for sexual
concerns, and, in turn, increases the likelihood that therapists will inquire about their clients’
sexual health (Ford & Henrick; 2003; Haboubi & Lincoln, 2003; Harris & Hays, 2008; Miller
and Byers, 2012). Unfortunately, graduate training in sexuality is limited: Only one half of
doctoral programs in psychology reported that their program of study included coursework
which addresses sexuality to “some degree” (Wiederman & Sansone, 1999). Of the programs
that did, 19% to 20% offered no training on one or more key topics related to sexuality,
including sexual dysfunction, psychotherapy with sexual minorities, or HIV/AIDS. Training
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related to sexuality issues has been found to be even less likely to occur in the context of the predoctoral internship (Wiederman & Sansone, 1999).
The ability to talk about sex knowledgably, comfortably, and positively has been
acknowledged as an essential component of providing effective care (Haboubi & Lincoln, 2003;
Kazukauskas & Lam, 2010; Miller & Byers, 2008; 2009; 2010; 2012; World Health
Organization, 2004), and this may be especially true for CNM clients. Though not all matters a
client may want to discuss related to CNM are going to be explicitly sexual in nature, many
themes will both directly or indirectly involve sexuality. Additionally, since intake paperwork
may not inquire about CNM, and many therapists do not ask about it directly, discussion of one’s
sex life in therapy is a time when information about relationship structure or romantic orientation
is likely to be introduced. Thus, therapists’ avoidance of sexual topics can lead to the creation of
an environment where CNM clients may not be able to benefit fully from therapy and may even
contribute to rendering their CNM status invisible.
Therapists Who Specialize in CNM Issues
It should be noted that, in stark contrast to the above, there are some therapists who are
both knowledgeable and affirming of CNM. These therapists are often referred to as “kink
aware,” meaning they consider themselves to be knowledgeable and accepting of all types of
sexuality (National Coalition for Sexual Freedom, [NCSF], 2012). Resources, such as the online
Poly Friendly Professionals List (Decker, 1999), and Kolmes and Weitzman’s (2010) A Guide to
Choosing a Kink-Aware Therapist (available through the NCSF website), exist to connect CNM
individuals with various kinds of health care providers who explicitly identify as kink-aware.
However, it should be noted that NCSF does not currently have a screening process in place to
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verify competency, meaning that some professionals may not actually have the specialized
knowledge that they advertise (Kolmes, Stock, & Moser, 2006).
Unfortunately, accessibility to kink-aware professionals may be limited, especially for
those in more rural areas, as the vast majority of such practitioners are located in or around major
US cities. Further, in the era of managed care, it can be extremely difficult for clients to find a
CNM-affirming therapist who also accepts one’s insurance plan (Weitzman, 2006). In my
personal experience working with CNM clients, one polyamorous couple reported that, had I
been unable to work with them, they would have had to travel several hours for therapy because
the local therapists who took their insurance told them that they were either not trained to work
with a polyamorous couple or indicated that treatment would involve returning to a monogamous
lifestyle.
Aspects of Therapy That May Inhibit CNM Prejudice in Therapists
According to Allport’s (1954) contact hypothesis, exposure to a member or members of a
minoritized group serves to decrease prejudice toward that group as a whole. In their review of
the literature, Dixon, Durrheim, and Tredoux (2005) identified the following salubrious
preconditions that are assumed to more strongly predict significant attitude change as a function
of contact with outgroup members:
1. Contact should be regular and frequent.
2. Contact should involve a balanced ratio of in-group to out-group members.
3. Contact should have genuine “acquaintance potential.”
4. Contact should occur across a variety of social settings and situations.
5. Contact should be free from competition.
6. Contact should be evaluated as “important” to the participants involved.
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7. Contact should occur between individuals who share equality of status.
8. Contact should involve interaction with a counterstereotypic member of another group.
9. Contact should be organized around cooperation toward the achievement of a
superordinate goal.
10. Contact should be normatively and institutionally sanctioned.
11. Contact should be free from anxiety or other negative emotions. (p. 699)
While Dixon and colleagues (2005) caution that the above “laundry list” of characteristics is
likely to be present very rarely in real world interactions (and that researchers may want to
prioritize the consideration of more mundane, every-day contacts), many of the these elements
occur in therapy: For example, Points 1 through 3 from Dixon and colleagues (2005) are
probably adequately addressed by the fact that they overlap with the necessary preconditions of
any successful therapeutic relationship. Specifically, the client and therapist meet regularly
(more often than not in individual therapy; limiting the degree to which the therapist might feel
outnumbered), and work to develop sufficient rapport to facilitate the kind of working
relationship that allows the client to feel comfortable disclosing more than what is expected from
a mere acquaintanceship. Point 4 also relates to core components of the therapeutic relationship.
That is, although the therapist does not physically observe the client across multiple settings, the
client-therapist relationship is premised on the therapist being able to gather relatively accurate
information about the clients’ experiences across a number of social settings (even if this
information is purely from the client’s perspective). Finally, the last items could be addressed in
the therapeutic process via the fact that therapists and clients must be united in their work in
terms of their dual commitment to improving the overall health and functioning of the client.
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At the same time as increased contact with CNM clients may work to decrease anti-CNM
bias, therapists may also have more opportunities than the average person to note the limitations
and difficulties associated with monogamy through their work as therapists (Brandon, 2011); in
turn, as noted by Grunt-Mejer and Łyś (2019), therapists may notice that individuals in
monogamous relationships encounter the same problems as do those in CNM relationships (e.g.,
conflict, low commitment, falling out of love). In sum, this heightened exposure to the problems
and failings of monogamy may help to neutralize the “halo effect” in therapists. As a result of
these factors, Grunt-Mejer and Łyś (2019) posit that therapists may be more likely to perceive
monogamy and CNM in a more balanced manner as compared to laypersons. However, GruntMejer and Łyś (2019) also caution that earlier research does not offer support for the contact
hypothesis: specifically, they note that as interest in CNM grew in the 1970s and 1980s,
therapists more frequently encountered clients who were engaging in CNM or who expressed
interested in CNM relationships. As summarized elsewhere in the literature review, the research
into therapists’ attitudes at that time showed they believed the various forms of CNM studied at
the time were indicative of pathology and more negative mental health outcomes (e.g., Hymer &
Rubin, 1982; Knapp, 1975).
Goals and Hypotheses
The primary purpose of this study was to assess for anti-CNM bias and stigma in a
sample of mental health therapists. This was addressed via two main dimensions. First,
previously validated measures of attitudes towards consensual non-monogamy and polyamory
were used to identify simple correlates with these views (e.g., general multicultural competence,
CNM-specific knowledge, exposure to CNM clients). Second, participants were presented with a
detailed clinical vignette depicting a therapy client described as being in either a monogamous
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relationship, a polyamorous relationship, or an open relationship. Participants were asked a series
of questions related to how they perceived this client’s symptom severity and romantic
relationship satisfaction, and their own level of comfort/competence working with this client.
Participants’ ratings were expected to differ across groups in ways specified more explicitly
below. Underlying both of these lines of inquiry were the assumptions that, like the general
population, therapists are likely to display anti-CNM bias, though general multicultural
competence (potentially combined with CNM specific knowledge), would result in a significant
decrease in anti-CNM bias and attitudes.
Goal 1. General multicultural competence was believed to serve as a starting point from
which therapists could extrapolate an attitude of professional respect for the experiences of
clients engaged in CNM relationships, even if these therapists had not had explicit training in
CNM-related concerns or had opportunities to work with CNM clients directly. The present
study sought to establish that therapists with greater levels of cultural knowledge, sensitivity,
awareness, and skill would display less anti-CNM bias and would be more likely to hold positive
CNM attitudes as compared to therapists without these characteristics.
Hypothesis 1a. Therapists’ total scores on a self-report-based measure of multicultural
knowledge, sensitivity, awareness, and skill would be positively correlated with therapists’
scores on self-report based measures of CNM and polyamory attitudes (higher scores on these
measures indicate general support/acceptance).
Hypothesis 1b. Therapists’ total scores on a self-report based measure of multicultural
knowledge, sensitivity, awareness, and skill would each be negatively correlated with therapists’
ratings of a fictitious CNM or polyamorous therapy client’s symptom severity and romantic
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relationship dissatisfaction, and their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence working with
this client.
Goal 2. Consistent with the contact hypothesis, it was expected that therapists who have
had greater personal exposure to CNM would be more likely to endorse fewer negative
stereotypes regarding CNM compared to therapists with fewer or without any such experiences.
Hypothesis 2a. The number of CNM clients participants reported working with
previously was expected to be positively correlated with therapists’ scores on self-report based
measures of CNM and polyamory attitudes.
Hypothesis 2b. Having worked with more CNM clients was expected to be negatively
correlated with therapists’ ratings of a fictitious CNM or polyamorous therapy client’s symptom
severity and romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and with participants’ level of
discomfort/perceived incompetence working with such a client.
Goal 3. Given that the amount of training in CNM issues is believed to be either nonexistent or extremely poor for the vast majority of therapists (with the exception of those
therapists who choose to specialize in CNM and related issues), it was unclear how therapists
would perform on a questionnaire testing their knowledge of information related to CNM and
monogamy. Therefore, another goal of the proposed study was to assess therapists’ ability to
separate fact from fiction regarding the “myths” that contribute to the stigmatization and
marginalization of the CNM community. Using research findings outlined in the preceding
literature review, a true/false questionnaire was developed to assess clinicians’ awareness of
empirically based information about CNM relationships. Although this aspect of the study was
largely exploratory in nature, it seemed reasonable to hypothesize that therapists’ knowledge of
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CNM realities would predict their attitudes about CNM relationships. Specific hypotheses are
described below:
Hypothesis 3a. Scores on the CNM knowledge quiz were expected to be positively
correlated with therapists’ scores on self-report based measures of CNM and polyamory
attitudes.
Hypothesis 3b. Scores on the knowledge test were predicted to be negatively correlated
with therapists’ ratings of a fictitious CNM or polyamorous therapy client’s symptom severity
and romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and with participants’ level of discomfort/perceived
incompetence working with this client.
Goal 4. Participants’ ratings of the fictitious therapy client’s symptom severity and
romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence were
expected to be more favorable when the client was described as being involved in a
“monogamous” relationship as compared to a “sexually open” or “polyamorous” relationship.
This supposition was assessed using the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 4a. Participants who were presented with the polyamorous or open
relationship conditions were predicted to rate symptom severity, romantic relationship
dissatisfaction, and their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence working with this client
higher as compared to those participants who had been assigned to the monogamous condition.
Hypothesis 4b. Given that the research literature indicates that among subtypes of CNM,
the term “polyamory” appears to evoke more positive associations in the minds of raters
compared to other non-monogamous descriptors, it was hypothesized that the client described as
“polyamorous” would be rated more favorably than her “open relationship” analog.
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Goal 5. It was expected that higher ratings of the CNM or polyamorous therapy client’s
symptom severity, romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and level of therapist
discomfort/perceived incompetence would be associated with less favorable CNM/polyamory
attitudes.
Hypothesis 5. Participants’ scores on self-report-based measures of CNM and polyamory
attitudes were expected to be negatively correlated with therapists’ ratings of a fictitious CNM or
polyamorous therapy client’s symptom severity and romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and
their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence working with this client.
Goal 6. Specific mediating and moderating relationships were predicted to govern the
interaction between CNM knowledge, general multicultural competence, and CNM/polyamory
attitudes. One possibility was that general multicultural competence mediates the relationship
between CNM knowledge and CNM/polyamory attitudes. Alternately, CNM knowledge may
moderate the relationship between general multicultural competence and CNM/polyamory
attitudes.
Hypothesis 6a. Essentially, it was hypothesized that the relationship between knowing
facts about CNM and polyamory and more favorable attitudes about these relationships would be
mediated by a person’s general multicultural competence stance. If one accounts for the
influence of multicultural competence, it was believed likely that the association between these
variables would weaken or disappear. (This relationship is depicted in Figure 1).
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CNM/Polyamory
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Figure 1. Mediation Model of Multicultural Competence on the Relationship between CNM
Knowledge and CNM/Polyamory Attitudes.
Hypothesis 6b. An alternative hypothesis was that the association between multicultural
competence and endorsing positive sentiments about CNM and polyamorous relationships would
be moderated by how much information respondents know about the empirical findings related
to these relationships (e.g., their CNM Knowledge Questionnaire scores). Thus, it was proposed
that those who possess high levels of knowledge related to CNM and polyamory would also be
the kinds of people who were more likely to not only be high in multicultural competence, but
also more likely to then endorse more favorable attitudes about these relationships (i.e., it was
hypothesized that a significant, positive correlation between general multicultural competence
scores and supportive attitudes towards CNM and Polyamory scores for those participant who
were found to be relatively “high” on the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire). However, for those
with lower scores on the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire, there would likely be no association
between multicultural competence and supportive attitudes because, for this group, there would
likely be more variability in respondents’ levels of general multicultural competence such that
even if a subset of those in this group who were high general multicultural competence might
also be generally more supportive of polyamorous relationships, there would also be enough
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people in this group who are not supportive of polyamorous relationships that this association
would be compromised or profoundly reduced. (This relationship is depicted in Figure 2).

CNM Knowledge

General

Multicultural
Competence

CNM/Polyamory
Attitudes

Figure 2. Moderation Model of CNM Knowledge on the Relationship between Multicultural
Competence and CNM/Polyamory Attitudes.
Goal 7. Given that no research has directly addressed anti-CNM bias amongst therapists
since the early 1980s, it was unclear whether there might be significant differences on the basis
of therapists’ degree type(s), years of practice, credentials, and so forth. As such, in addition to
the more traditional demographic form used to assess for differences as a function of gender,
sexual orientation, and so on, an additional form was used to collect information regarding these
professional differences as well. Though no predictions were made a priori, comparisons based
on various therapist variables were completed and described in the study’s findings.
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Research Design and Methodology
Participants
After obtaining full IRB approval for this study (see Appendix A for approval letter),
therapists were recruited through several mechanisms. These included sending email requests to
directors of clinical training/program coordinators at graduate programs, internship sites,
university and college counseling centers, and so on to share with current students, graduates,
and colleagues working as or in training to become therapists; posting on message boards
frequented by therapists/student therapists, such as Student Doctor Network, and more generally
on social media; and by a “snowball” technique in which participants were encouraged to recruit
eligible colleagues and/or classmates to participate.
To help ensure a diverse sample of mental health professionals, therapists from a variety
of educational backgrounds were encouraged to participate, including graduates of clinical,
counseling, educational psychology, marriage and family therapy, and social work programs at
both the masters and doctoral level. It was expected that therapists would vary in terms of how
long they had been practicing, and that some therapists might still be involved in obtaining their
degree (or additional degrees) while seeing clients. Thus, student therapists were welcome to
participate, providing they were at a point in their graduate studies where they were either
currently seeing clients or had seen clients at some point in the past.
Procedures
Once recruited, therapists who were interested in participating were asked to click on a
link that directed them to an online survey platform. Participants were then asked to review an
informed consent form (included in Appendix B) and to indicate whether they consented to
participation in the study by clicking the appropriate response box on the webpage. Clicking
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“yes” directed the participant to the beginning of the study, whereas clicking “no” skipped the
participant to a page thanking them for considering participating. The vignette portion of the
study was administered first to avoid alerting participants to the fact that the primary focus of the
study is CNM (because it was believed that this might become obvious to participants given the
nature of some of the questionnaires included later in the study). Using a randomization feature
of the online survey creation software, participants were presented with one of three vignettes.
The vignette included a detailed depiction of a fictitious therapy client (Appendix C). A great
deal of detail about the client was intentionally included for the purposes of attuning participants
to multicultural concerns while (it was hoped) simultaneously not making CNM themes an
obvious focal point for those who were assigned a condition other than monogamy. All three
versions of the vignette were identical except for one line describing the client’s relationship as
either “a monogamous relationship in which both agree not to have sexual or emotional
relationships with others,” “a polyamorous relationship in which both are free to have sexual and
emotional relationships with other people within certain pre-agreed-upon limits,” or “an open
relationship in which both are free to have sexual encounters with other people within certain
pre-agreed-upon limits.” Following the vignette, participants were asked to complete a series of
“manipulation check” questions to ensure that they had accurately noted the client’s relationship
orientation. To help ensure that this manipulation check did not alert participants who had been
assigned to a vignette condition other than monogamous that the focus of the study was on
consensual non-monogamy, two more manipulation check items were included which pertained
to other details of the vignette. These included identifying what type of leadership position the
client had while at college, and what types of recreational drugs she had acknowledged utilizing
in the past. Participants were not permitted to move forward in the survey until the manipulation
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check items were answered correctly; if a participant answered any of the items incorrectly, they
were alerted that their answer was not correct and instructed to re-read the vignette and try again.
After successful completion of the manipulation check items, participants were then directed to a
separate section where they were asked to provide ratings of the client’s overall level of
functioning, degree and type of pathology, relationship satisfaction and quality, and their level of
comfort and competence working with the client (see Appendix D). Clients were informed that
they were able to go back and review the vignette again as they considered their options if
needed:
The following questions also relate to the vignette that you have just read. We understand
that many of your answers will be mostly speculation, but we still ask that you try your
best to answer honestly and completely despite the fact that you have limited information.
Feel free to refer to the vignette on the previous page again, by clicking the back-space
button, as needed. Your responses will be saved automatically.
Upon completion of these ratings, participants were then asked to complete a series of
questionnaires and demographic materials (described in more detail in the following section),
which were presented in the following order: the California Brief Multicultural Competence
Scale (CBMC), the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire, the Consensual Non-Monogamy Attitude
Scale (CNAS), the Attitudes Towards Polyamory (ATP) Scale, a demographic form, and the
Therapist Characteristic Questionnaire. After completing these, participants received the
following prompt:
Thank you for your participation in this study. You are eligible to enter a drawing to
receive one of ten $20 Amazon Gift Cards. If you would like to be entered into this
drawing, please select the appropriate option below. Please know that your survey
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responses will in no way be linked to the information you are provide to be included in
the gift card drawing (you will be linked to a completely independent survey) .
Participants who responded “Yes” were then linked to a separate survey and asked to provide
their contact information.
Measures
Vignette questionnaire. The vignette questionnaire was designed for the purpose of
assessing therapists’ reactions to the client depicted in the vignette described above. It includes a
total of 23 items, primarily Likert-style items rated on a 7-point scale, and several qualitative/free
response-style questions. The first sixteen items (all Likert-style) were used for the purpose of
addressing the hypotheses made a priori in this study. These 16 items comprise three subscales:
one with items related to participants’ perceptions of the client’s symptom severity and overall
functioning (SS), a second with items related to participant’s degree of comfort and perceived
competence working with this client (CC), and a third with items related to perceptions of the
client’s romantic relationship (RR). Alphas for the present sample were .76 for the CC subscale
and .63 for the SS subscale. RR consists of only two items, which were significantly correlated:
r(122) = .20, p < .01.
Items included for the purpose of potential post-hoc analyses included three 7-point
Likert style items used to assess for participants’ diagnostic impressions, namely, how likely
(ranging from 1 = not at all likely to 7 = very likely) the client would ultimately be diagnosed
with an anxiety disorder, depressive disorder, or a personality disorder. A subsequent “free
response” item was included for participants to indicate what specific diagnosis/diagnoses (if
any) they felt was most appropriate for the client. Participants were then asked to respond “yes or
“no” to the questions “Are there one or more identity/diversity variables that you would feel
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significantly less prepared to work with as compared to some of the others featured in this case
(or compared to other multicultural themes in general)?” and “Are there one or more specific
identity/diversity variables that you would be so uncomfortable with and/or unknowledgeable
about that you would question your ability to work competently with the client?” Those who
selected “yes” were then asked to specify which factor(s) they felt this way about in a free
response narrative box. Lastly, participants were asked, “Assuming you were unlimited by
systemic factors (e.g., insurance session limits, client’s financial concerns, agency/institutional
policy, etc.) how many sessions post intake do you think would be sufficient for you to address
[the client’s] presenting concerns?” The Vignette Questionnaire is provided in Appendix D.
Multicultural competence. The California Brief Multicultural Competence Scale
(CBMCS; Gamst et al., 2004) was used to assess mental health practitioners’ self-reported
degree of multicultural competency. The CBMCS contains 21 items rated on a 4-point Likerttype scale (anchored at 1 = strongly disagree; 4 = strongly agree). Scoring of the CBMCS yields
an overall score and four subscale scores; the subscales assess mental health practitioner’s selfreported cultural knowledge, cultural sensitivity, cultural awareness, and non-ethnic skill. The
majority of the CBMCS items deal with issues of race and ethnicity (which are captured by the
first three subscales), but also includes items which assess other aspects of diversity, such as
sexual orientation, gender, socio-economic status, and age (which are captured by the non-ethnic
skill subscale). Sample items include, “I am aware that that being born a White person in this
society carries with it certain advantages” (a cultural awareness item) and “I have an excellent
ability to assess, accurately, the mental health needs of gay men” (a non-ethnic skill item).
One of the strengths of CBMCS is that the influence of social desirability has been
assessed, and it was found that the measure was unlikely to be contaminated (Gamst et al., 2004).
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Additionally, the CBMCS has been shown to have high levels of convergent validity (Gamst,
Liang, & Der-Karabetian, 2011). This scale is reported to demonstrate more than acceptable
internal consistency, with Cronbach’s alpha scores ranging from .75 to .90 for the four subscales
(Gamst et al., 2004). Factor analytic studies yielded a four-factor structure, which is largely
consistent with the measure’s subscales (Gamst et al., 2004). A copy of the CBMCS is provided
in Appendix E.
CNM Knowledge Questionnaire. This questionnaire consists of 24 true/false items and
was used to test participants’ awareness of the research on CNM. Items were derived from the
literature described above, with an emphasis on the stigmatizing “myths” laypersons and
therapists frequently endorsed in previous studies. Items include “The majority of people who
have tried CNM relationships say that they would not engage in such a relationship structure
again” and “Among individuals infected with sexually transmitted diseases, those who engage in
CNM are more likely to pass those diseases on to their partners as compared to those in
monogamous relationships.” The CNM Knowledge Questionnaire is included in Appendix F.
Beliefs and attitudes regarding CNM. Two recently developed measures were used to
assess student therapists’ beliefs and attitudes regarding CNM clients. The Consensual NonMonogamy Attitude Scale (CNAS; Cohen & Wilson, 2017) was the first of these measures. It
consists of eight items which are rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale (anchored at 1 = strongly
disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The items focus on the degree to which individuals find
committed, romantic love and sexual non-monogamy mutually exclusive or incompatible.
Sample items include statements such as “You must be in a monogamous relationship to be in
love” and “It is possible to have a sexual relationship with other people while in a loving
relationship with your partner.” Cohen and Wilson’s (2017) CNAS validation study indicated
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that the measure has adequate concurrent and construct validity. Exploratory factor analysis
yielded a single factor structure with all item loadings falling within acceptable limits (.63 to
.94). Cronbach’s alpha for the scale was .91. Subsequent confirmatory factor analysis indicated
good model fit (Cohen & Wilson, 2017). A copy of CNAS is provided in Appendix G.
The Attitudes towards Polyamory Scale (ATP; Johnson, Giuliano, Herselman, & Hutzler,
2015) was also used to assess student therapists’ beliefs and attitudes regarding CNM (explicitly
polyamory, in this case). The ATP scale assess individuals’ endorsement of various stigmatizing
beliefs about polyamorous individuals. The measure consists of seven items which are rated on a
7-point Likert-type scale (anchored at 1 = disagree strongly; 7 = agree strongly). Sample items
include statements such as “Polyamory is harmful to children,” and “Polyamorous relationships
spread STI’s (sexually transmitted infections).” Johnson and colleagues’ (2015) validation study
of the ATP scale indicated that the measure has adequate divergent and convergent validity with
a number of relevant constructs and established measures. Cronbach’s alpha for the scale was
.86. Factor analytic studies revealed a one factor (eigenvalue = 3.83) structure, which accounted
for 54.8% of variance. Factor loadings for the seven items was found to be adequate, ranging
from .64 to .84. A copy of the ATP Scale is provided in Appendix H.
Demographic information questionnaire. Demographic information, such as age,
race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, political orientation, and so forth, was collected using the form
provided in Appendix I. The form consists of 10 items, some of which have follow-up questions
depending upon how the participant responds.
Therapist characteristics questionnaire. Information regarding various therapist
characteristics was gathered for the purposes of post-hoc analysis. Items assess for numbers of
years in practice, area(s) of specialization, theoretical orientation, degree type(s), licensure status,
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Results
All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS. Analyses for Hypotheses 1 through 6
included simple correlations, t-tests, and ANOVAs. To test the mediation and moderation
models proposed in Hypothesis 7, Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS macro for SPSS was utilized (i.e.,
Model 1 for simple moderation, and Model 4 for mediation). PROCESS allows for the
calculation of bias-corrected confidence intervals using a bootstrapping sampling technique with
5,000 resamples.
Prior to running parametric analyses, kurtosis and skewness were examined to ensure that
data approximated normality; all the key variables were deemed acceptably normal for those
variables used in analyses, which are based on the assumption that data approximate normalcy.
Missing data levels were quite low. In general, patterns of missingness emerged where a small
subset of participants stopped working on the survey at one point or another and never returned
to it. There were only five participants who failed to complete an item that comprised part of a
summed score (i.e., left an item on a questionnaire blank for which the total score of the
questionnaire is used in a subsequent analyses). Given that this rate was so low, those five
participants were excluded from the analysis which utilized the measure on which they had left
one item blank, but they were included in other analyses.
Demographic Data
A total of 199 individuals electronically consented to participate in the study. Of these, 72
did not answer enough items to be included in subsequent analyses: specifically, most completed
no additional items after consenting to participate; the rest of these individuals completed one or
more of the “manipulation check” items and then ceased responding. This left 127 participants
from whom usable data were obtained.
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Participants from the resultant sample ranged in age from 21 to 71 years old, (M = 32.8,
SD = 10.6). Note that 9% of participants did not respond to this item. As demographic data was
collected toward the end of the study, this was entirely the result of participants having stopped
responding at an earlier point in the questionnaire rather than individuals choosing to not respond
to this particular item. This was also the case for other demographic variables that were left
blank. Demographic data is provided in the Table 1.

Table 1.
Demographic Data
Gender
Cisgender female
Cisgender male
Non-binary, gender fluid,
genderqueer

76%
13%
2%

Not listed
No response

1%
9%

Sexual Orientation
Completely heterosexual
Mostly heterosexual
Bisexual
Pansexual
Mostly lesbian or gay
Completely lesbian or gay
Asexual
Not listed
No response

47%
26%
8%
3%
2%
2%
1%
2%
9%

Spirituality/Religiosity*
Spiritual
Spiritual and religious
Religious
Neither
No response

27%
9%
18%
31%
9%

Race/Ethnicity
White, Caucasian,
European American
Latino/a/x, Hispanic,
East Asian, East Asian American
South Asian, Pacific Islander,
Indian, Indian American
Black, African American, AfroCaribbean
Middle Eastern, Arab-American
Native American, American Indian,
Alaskan Native
Biracial or Multiracial
Prefer not to answer
No response

60%
8%
5%
3%
3%
1%
0%
11%
1%
9%

Political Affiliation
Liberal
Socialist
Conservative
Libertarian
Not listed**
Not political
No response

60%
6%
6%
5%
6%
9%
9%
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Table 1 continued
Marital Status
Married
Single
Dating, living together
Dating, living apart
Divorced
Separated
Widowed
Not represented
No response

41%
23%
12%
11%
2%
1%
0%
2%
9%

Relationship Orientation
Monogamous
CNM, “Other”
Monogamish
Polyamorous
Swinger
Unsure
Nonconsensual non-monogamy
(cheating)
N/A***
No response

81%
3%
2%
1%
1%
1%
0%
4%
9%

*Of participants who identified they follow a specific religious practice (27%), the vast
majority wrote in that they practiced some form of Christianity (some limited their freeresponse to “Christian,” others included specific denominations, including: Catholic,
Protestant, Seventh-Day Adventist, Church of Latter-Day Saints, Episcopal, and NonDenominational). Less than 2% of the total sample self-identified as Jewish, less than 1% as
Muslim, and less than 1% as Buddhist
** Two of these participants went on to self-identify as “independent,” another two
participants as “democratic or anarcho-socialist”, two as “unsure,” one as “leftist,” and one as
“moderate.”
***Participant indicated they did not engage in romantic/sexual relationships

Therapist Characteristics
There were some challenges in identifying broad categories to cluster participants into on
the basis of discipline/educational background given the vastly different titles training programs
and licensing bodies use from state to state and even within the same state. Further, many
programs are “combined,” drawing from two or more disciplines, and many participants had
received training in two or more disciplines. The following categories were identified after
reviewing participants’ responses to the items that asked them to list their highest degree
obtained, current graduate program (if applicable), and licensure status (if applicable): Clinical
Psychology (34%), Counseling/Counseling Psychology (25%), Marriage and Family Therapy
(13%), Social Work (11%), and School Psychology/Educational Psychology (3%). An
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additional 12% did not report enough information to determine which discipline(s) they might
belong to (e.g., indicated a master’s degree had been completed but did not include what the
degree was in), and another 2% of participants reported licensure and/or advanced training in
two or more disciplines to the extent that it was difficult to categorize them into one discipline or
the other.
With respect to participants’ educational status, 29% of the sample reported that they had
completed a bachelor’s degree previously and were currently working towards completion of a
master’s in a field which would enable them to practice psychotherapy; 13% had completed a
master’s degree and were working in the field as a master’s level clinician (and not currently an
enrolled student); 26% of the sample were currently enrolled in a doctoral program; and 21% had
completed a doctorate. Less than 1% of the sample had completed a bachelor’s degree only (and
was not currently enrolled as a graduate student), and less than 1%of the sample had completed a
master’s degree previously and was working towards the completion of a second master’s. An
additional 9% of participants did not respond to the item. As was the case with demographics,
items regarding therapist characteristics were collected at the end of the study; non-responding
on this item was largely the result of participants having stopped responding at an earlier point in
the questionnaire rather than individuals choosing to not respond to this particular item. This was
also the case for other therapist characteristic items which were left blank.
Participants’ reported their time in practice by indicating how many months and years
they had been working with therapy clients. Responses ranged from 0 months to 44.5 years (M =
5.4 years, SD = 7.9). Five participants reported that they had been working with clients for 0
months and 0 years; all five identified as students and completed the survey on dates which
corresponded with the first weeks of a new semester. This time frame corresponds with when
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student therapists would begin practica placements where they would begin seeing clients for the
first time. Thus, it was assumed that these five individuals had just begun actively seeing clients
(a participation requirement) but had been doing so for less than one month and had rounded
down rather than up when responding.
Multicultural Competence Correlations
Participants’ scores on the CMBCS ranged from 48 to 84 (M = 67.2, SD = 6.5). Onetailed Pearson correlations were calculated to determine whether participants’ scores were
positively correlated with participants’ attitudes toward polyamory/CNM. A significant positive
correlation was found for the CBMCS and both the CNAS (r[111] = .29, p < .01) and the ATP
Scale (r[109] = .44, p < .01).
Next, one-tailed Pearson correlations were calculated to determine whether participants’
scores on measures of multicultural competence negatively correlated with less-favorable
perceptions of symptom severity, romantic relationship satisfaction, and therapists’ degree of
comfort and competence for those participants who had been assigned to the polyamorous or
open relationship vignette conditions. The CBMCS was significantly negatively correlated with
both clinician comfort/competence ratings (r[76] = -.36, p < .01) and romantic relationship
dissatisfaction ratings (r[75] = -.22, p <.05). However, no relationship was found between the
CBMCS and symptom severity ratings (r[76] = -.01, p = .48).
Contact Hypothesis Analyses
One-tailed Pearson correlations were calculated to determine whether having had more
experience working with CNM clients was related to one’s scores on attitudinal measures of
CNM/polyamory. Participants reported having worked with between 0 and 50 CNM clients (M =
2.9, SD = 7.4). No relationship was found between participants’ total number of CNM therapy
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clients and their scores on the CNAS (r[107]=.06, p = .26) or the ATP (r[105] = .12, p =.1).
Next, one-tailed Pearson correlations were calculated to determine whether having had more
contact with CNM therapy clients was related to participants’ ratings of the fictitious client in the
polyamory or open relationship conditions. Again, no significant relationships emerged between
total number of CNM therapy clients and the following three variables: (a) symptom severity
rating (r[70] = -.04, p =.37), (b) comfort/competence rating (r[69] = -.15, p =.1), or (c) romantic
relationship rating (r[70] = .09, p = .21).
CNM Knowledge Questionnaire Analyses
A total of 115 participants completed the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire. Their scores
ranged from 5 to 24 out of 24 points possible (M = 17.7 years, SD = 3.6). One-tailed Pearson
correlations were calculated to determine whether participants’ scores on the CNM Knowledge
Questionnaire were positively correlated with both of the CNM attitude scales used in this study.
As predicted, the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire was found to be positively correlated with the
both the CNAS (r[112] = .57, p < .01) and with the ATP (r[110] = .63, p < .01).
Next, one-tailed Pearson correlations were calculated to determine whether participants’
scores on the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire were negatively correlated with participants’
scores on the VQ subscales for those participants who had been assigned to either the polyamory
or open relationship condition. Significant negative correlations were found between the CNM
Knowledge Questionnaire and participants’ scores on the Clinician Comfort and Competence
subscale (r[73] = -.22, p < .03) and the Relationship subscale, (r[74] = -.25, p < .01). A
significant negative relationship was not found between the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire and
Symptom Severity (r[74] = -.03, p < .39).
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Correlations Between CNM/Polyamory Attitudes and Vignette Ratings
One-tailed Pearson correlations were calculated to determine whether more negative
attitudes toward polyamory/CNM were associated with less-favorable perceptions of symptom
severity, relationship satisfaction, and therapists’ degree of comfort and competence for those
participants who had been assigned to the polyamorous or open relationship vignette conditions.
Significant negative associations were found for participants’ ratings of their comfort and
competence on both the CNAS (r[75] = -.36, p < .01), and the ATP Scale (r[74] = -.31, p < .01).
Similarly, significant negative associations were found for participants’ romantic relationship
ratings and both the CNAS (r[76] = -.26, p < .01), and the ATP Scale (r[75] = -.24, p < .05).
However, a significant negative relationship was not found between participants’ symptom
severity ratings on either the CNAS (r[76] = -.09, p < .23), or the ATP Scale (r[75] = -.19, p =
.05), though the ATP results trend in the predicted direction.
Participants’ Vignette Ratings by Condition
Participants’ ratings of the fictitious therapy client’s symptom severity and romantic
relationship dissatisfaction, and their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence were expected
to be less favorable when the client was described as being involved in a “monogamous”
relationship as compared to a “sexually open” or “polyamorous” relationship. In turn, the client
described as being a “polyamorous” relationship was expected to be rated more favorably as
compared to client in the “sexually open” relationship. Differences as a function of vignette
condition were not found for symptom severity ratings (F [2, 124] = 1.57, p = .21), romantic
relationship dissatisfaction (F [2, 123] = 1.20, p = .30), or clinician’s discomfort/perceived
incompetence (F [2, 123] = 1.10, p = .34).
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Test of Mediation
To test the hypothesis that the association between participants’ CNM knowledge and
CNM attitudes would be mediated by participants’ general multicultural competence, we
performed a test of mediation using Model 4 of Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS macro for SPSS. For
our purposes, participants’ CNM Knowledge Questionnaire scores were entered as the
independent variable, ATP Scale scores as the dependent variable, and CBMCS scores as the
mediator. These calculations revealed support for this model of mediation (see Figure 3): b =
.127, BCa 95% CI [.05, 36]. However, a similar mediating relationship was not found when
participants’ CNAS scores were used as the dependent variable instead of their ATP Scale
scores: b = 07, BCa 95% CI [-.11, .29].

CBMCS Scores

.36**

.84**

CNM Knowledge
Questionnaire
Score

ATP Scale Score

.35* (.16)

Figure 3. Mediation Model of California Brief Multicultural Competence Scale (CMBCS)
Scores on the Relationship between CNM Knowledge Questionnaire Scores and Attitudes
Toward Polyamory (ATP) Scale Scores. The indirect effect of multicultural competence on ATP
Scale score is in parentheses, and indicates significant mediation; 95% CI [.06, .64].
Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01.
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Test of Moderation
As an alternative to the mediating model tested above, a moderating relationship was also
proposed in which the association between general multicultural competence and CNM attitudes
was expected to be moderated by participants’ CNM knowledge. To test this alternative, Model 1
of Hayes’s (2013) PROCESS macro for SPSS was utilized. Here, participants’ CMBCS scores
were entered as the independent variable, ATP Scale scores as the dependent variable, and CNM
Knowledge Questionnaire scores as the moderator. These calculations did not provide support
for this model of moderation: b = -.01, t(107) = -.28, p =.78, 95% CI [-.04, .03]. Results were
again nonsignificant when the CNAS was used in place of the ATP Scale as a dependent
variable: b = -.01, t(107) = -.36, p =.72, 95% CI [-.06, .04].
Post-hoc Analyses
In addition to the above, several exploratory analyses were conducted. Two-tailed
Pearson correlations were performed to test for relationships between participants’ age, level of
education, and therapy experience (in years and months) and several variables of interest,
including scores on CNM/polyamory attitudinal measures, CNM Knowledge Quiz scores, and
(for those who had been assigned to either the open relationship or polyamory vignette
condition) vignette ratings. No significant relationships were found.
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Discussion
The primary purpose of the present study was to assess for anti-CNM bias and stigma in a
sample of mental health therapists. This was assessed via two main dimensions: first, by
examining correlates with previously-validated attitudinal measures of CNM and polyamory and
multiple variables of interest, and second, by comparing therapists’ ratings of symptom severity,
romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence in
working with fictional clients described as being in either a monogamous relationship, a
polyamorous relationship, or an open relationship. Underlying both of these lines of inquiry was
the assumption that, like the general population, therapists are likely to display anti-CNM bias,
though their level of general multicultural competence, (potentially combined with CNMspecific knowledge) would result in a significant decrease in anti-CNM bias. Many, though not
all, of the hypotheses set forth at the outset of the study were supported by the analyses reported
above. Interpretation of these results related to specific hypotheses are discussed below in the
order in which they were previously introduced, including implications and future directions
related to each. Afterward, more general limitations of the study as a whole and directions for
future research are discussed.
Interpretation of General Multicultural Competence Correlates
Therapists’ total scores on a self-report based measure of multicultural knowledge,
sensitivity, awareness, and skill were predicted to be positively correlated with therapists’ scores
on self-report based measures of CNM and polyamory attitudes (Hypothesis 1a) and negatively
correlated with therapists’ ratings of a fictitious CNM or polyamorous therapy client (Hypothesis
1b). Findings in the predicted direction would offer support for the notion that individuals who
possess a greater degree of general multicultural competence are more likely to exhibit CNM-
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specific cultural competence (despite not necessarily having had experiences working with CNM
clients or training in CNM issues specifically). The results described above largely support this
assumption. Specifically, participants’ scores on the CBMCS were found to correlate in the
predicted direction with both attitudinal measures of CNM and polyamory, ratings of the
fictitious client’s romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and with their ratings of
discomfort/perceived incompetence working with the client in both the “polyamorous” and
“open relationship” conditions.
However, a significant negative correlation between the CBMCS scores and ratings of
the “polyamorous” and “open relationship” client’s symptom severity was not found. It is worth
noting here that this pattern—in which predictions for romantic relationship dissatisfaction and
clinician discomfort/perceived incompetence were generally significant and in the predicted
direction, but symptom severity ratings were not—was found throughout the study. This may
indicate, for one, that our sample of therapists were adept at not allowing bias to color their more
“diagnostic” impressions of the client, but they struggled to do the same with a more amorphous
and subjective concept like “relationship satisfaction.” Thus, therapists’ perceptions of the
healthiness of their real-life CNM clients’ romantic relationships may be a more likely place for
bias to emerge as compared to therapists’ perceptions about pathology, symptoms, and/or
diagnosis. Alternatively, this pattern may indicate that therapists are very aware of the ways in
which their implicit biases or lack of knowledge might creep into a clinical interaction when
working with a client from a background with which they are less familiar/have less experience,
and they are alert to the fact that this sometimes challenging dynamic would be activated when
working with a client in a polyamorous or open relationship specifically. Thus, higher ratings on
clinician discomfort/perceived incompetence may better capture therapists’ thoughts about how
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they would feel while working “in-the-moment” with a client as compared to the more “afterthe-fact” questions related to pathology, symptoms, and diagnosis captured by the symptom
severity ratings. As such, while we would, of course, want to enhance comfort and competence
working with one’s clients of diverse backgrounds, therapists’ awareness that feelings of
unpreparedness are present is an important first step. Thus, the significant findings related to
ratings on clinician discomfort/perceived incompetence may reflect therapists’ willingness to be
vulnerable and assess their potential growth edges with respect to furthering multicultural
competence rather than as an index of unchecked implicit or explicit bias against members of
CNM communities.
Interpretation the Contact Hypothesis Results
Consistent with the contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954), it was expected that therapists
with more experience working with CNM clients would have higher scores on self-report based
measures of CNM and polyamory attitudes (Hypothesis 2a) and be less likely to rate the client in
the “polyamorous” or “open relationship” vignette conditions unfavorably (Hypothesis 2b).
Neither of these predictions were supported in this study. This may be because examining the
quantity only (and not, for instance, the quality of the therapeutic relationship, total time working
together, other optimal conditions related to the effective use of the contact hypothesis, or other
therapy variables) is insufficient. In addition, how the therapists perceived their CNM clients’
experiences with CNM was not controlled for. For instance, a therapist who worked with
multiple CNM clients who had extremely negative experiences with CNM, as compared to very
positive ones, would be likely to internalize very different views about CNM. Further, one’s own
experiences (or lack thereof) with CNM may have substantial impact which could not be
accounted for in the present design, as would contact with CNM individuals beyond those a
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therapist might see as clients, such as friends, family, colleagues, and even media depictions. As
noted above for clients, how “healthy” or “successful” the therapists believed these CNM
relationships to be is another factor to consider. Grunt-Mejer and Łyś (2019) noted that previous
studies in this area (e.g., Hymer & Rubin, 1982; Knapp, 1975) could be interpreted as having not
supported the contact hypothesis as well (that is, anti-CNM beliefs were reported by a sizeable
number of therapists despite having presumably worked with an increasing number of clients
engaged in or interested in CNM. Though the present study specifically asked participants to
quantify the number of CNM clients they had worked with to date and these studies had not, it is
possible that the same mechanism is in play here.
Interpretation of the Impact of CNM-Specific Knowledge
With respect to specific hypotheses related to the CNM Knowledge Questionnaire, it was
predicted that participants’ scores would be positively correlated with CNM and polyamory
attitudinal measures (Hypothesis 3a) and negatively correlated with their ratings of a fictitious
CNM or polyamorous therapy client’s symptom severity, romantic relationship dissatisfaction,
and with participants’ level of discomfort/perceived incompetence working with this client
(Hypothesis 3b). All of these were supported by the analyses reported above, apart from the
ratings of symptom severity (which, as was the pattern throughout the study as a whole, were not
significant, presumably for reasons discussed in the previous section). Of course, as only
correlational analyses were completed, it is not possible at this juncture to state that CNMspecific knowledge causes one to have more favorable attitudes toward CNM- and polyamorous
individuals in the abstract or in (imaginal) clinical settings. However, these preliminary findings
suggest that experimental designs, which could test for such a causal relationship, may be an
important next step. For instance, a study examining the effectiveness of a myth-dispelling
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awareness program could provide further elucidation into the matter and provide a template for
how to decrease anti-CNM bias in therapists, laypeople, or both. One of the most recognized
approaches in developing general multicultural competence involves heightening awareness of
one’s own beliefs, biases, and attitudes; gaining knowledge and understanding of various
minority groups, and developing skills and tools to provide culturally-sensitive interventions
(Sue, Zane, Nagayama Hall, & Berger, 2009). While it is uncertain how this would play out with
respect to CNM specifically, or what “dose” would be necessary to enhance one’s multicultural
competence in working with CNM clients, this approach seems to be a promising starting point.
Toward this end, review of the APA’s (2017) Multicultural Guidelines: An Ecological Approach
to Context, Identity, and Intersectionality is encouraged.
Furthermore, programs may also consider utilizing Hammack and colleagues’ (2018)
“queer paradigm” in their approach to training: That is, purposefully “retooling” (Kuhn, 1996)
curricula to challenge the notion that prescribed relational forms that have historically been
socially valued (e.g., heterosexual, married, monogamous, procreative relationships) are the only
or the ideal options. In such a paradigm, myriad romantic relationship structures, including samesex romantic relationships; romantic relationships in which one or more partners identify as
trans*, non-binary, bisexual, pansexual, sexually fluid, “mostly” straight, asexual, and/or
aromantic; various forms of CNM; kink/fetish romantic relationships; and chosen families, are
embraced.
Interpretation of Vignette Condition Assignment and Therapists’ Ratings
It was expected that significant differences in participants’ vignette ratings would emerge
as a function of the condition (monogamous, polyamorous, or open relationship) to which they
were randomly assigned. Specifically, it was assumed that more favorable ratings would be
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given to the client described as being involved in a monogamous relationship (Hypothesis 4a),
and that the client described as being in the polyamorous relationship would be rated more
favorably than the client described as being in the open relationship (Hypothesis 4b), given
previous research which has found that polyamory is viewed more favorably as compared to
other forms of CNM (Cohen, 2016; Matsick et al., 2014). This pattern was not found.
This may suggest that our sample of therapists possess nonsignificant levels of bias,
though this seems unusual given the consistency with which significant levels of anti-CNM bias
has been found in samples of laypeople (Cohen, 2016; Conley, Moors, Matsick, & Ziegler, 2013;
Conley, Ziegler, Moors, Matsick, & Valentine, 2013; Hutzler, Giuliano, Herselman, & Johnson,
2016; Moors & Schechinger, 2014; Weitzman, 2007; West, as cited in Weitzman, 2006), the
previous findings indicating significant levels of clinician bias (Knapp, 1975; Hymer and Rubin,
1982), and research on clients’ experiences with anti-CNM bias in therapy settings (Rubin &
Adams,1978, as cited in Hymer & Rubin, 1982; Schechinger, 2016; Schechinger & Moors, 2014;
Weitzman et al., 2009). A more plausible explanation may be that the manner in which we
assessed for bias may be too limited to detect significant differences: For instance, relying
exclusively on participants’ self-report when, supervisors’, former clients’, or role-play clients’
perceptions could be utilized instead or in addition. This may be an important direction for future
researchers to consider. Another possibility is that the vignette (which was written as
intentionally complex with respect to multicultural themes so as not to alert participants to the
fact that relationship orientation was the sole identity variable of interest) may have pulled for
substantial levels of bias in the monogamous condition, which was, in turn, accurately captured
by the items on the vignette questionnaire. Perhaps a further study utilizing similar relationship
orientation conditions but with no other minoritized identities included (e.g., a White,
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heterosexual, cisgender client) in the client’s description would yield different results, as any
bias detected would be able to be solely attributable to the client’s relationship orientation.
A study by Grunt-Mejer and Łyś (2019) was published after the present study had been
proposed and data collection had already begun, which is important to discuss in detail here. The
Grunt-Mejer and Łyś (2019) study also examined current therapists’ and student therapists’
attitudes toward different relationship types—in this case, monogamy, polyamory, swinging, and
cheating—depicted through a clinical vignette. Participants were asked to rate relationship
satisfaction, morality, and competence-related abilities of the fictional client and to hypothesize
about the sources and potential solutions to the client’s presenting problem (either depressive
symptoms, alcohol abuse, erectile dysfunction, or marital conflict). In general, qualitative
analyses of the hypothesized source and potential solutions demonstrated strong pathologization
of CNM/the CNM client: Specifically, therapists assumed CNM was harmful to the client’s
romantic relationship, attributed to the fictitious CNM client numerous psychologically negative
qualities, and tended to favor persuading the client in the open relationship to become sexually
exclusive. There are several possible reasons why the vignette in the Grunt-Mejer and Łyś
(2019) study was associated with therapist bias, whereas the vignette used in the present was not.
For one, the dependent variables used in the qualitative portion of the study primarily focused on
therapists’ perceptions of personal and relationship characteristics (for instance, rating how
“interesting” the client appeared to be, or how likely it was that the client and their partner were
“best friends)” and not focused on symptom severity or diagnostic-related questions, or on the
therapists’ level of comfort/perceived competence working with the client. This line of inquiry is
more consistent with the studies examining anti-CNM attitudes in samples of the general public
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(Conley, Moors, Matsick et. al, 2013; Conley, Ziegler, et al.,2013; Hutzler et al., 2016; Moors,
Matsick, et al., 2013).
Unlike the vignette in this study, which used single descriptive term (e.g., monogamous,
polyamorous, or open relationship) that was then operationally defined by a brief phrase, the
Grunt-Mejer and Łyś (2019) study described each relationship orientation across several
sentences. This description appeared somewhat earlier in the vignette as compared to the present
study. In addition, further detail was provided not only about how the arrangement “worked” but
how the arrangement corresponded to the client’s (and the client’s partner’s) values (for
example, the “swinger” condition was defined thusly: “They both consider themselves nonmonogamous and they seek pleasure in sex parties at which they swap partners. They do not
have sexual contacts with others except at these parties. They also want to be emotionally
exclusive.” Interestingly, none of the descriptors used to differentiate conditions (including the
monogamous condition) used an identity label of any sort. It is possible that the earlier
introduction of relationship orientation and the lengthier/more detailed description may have
made the different conditions more salient for participants. In addition, the Grunt-Mejer and Łyś
(2019) study utilized a qualitative approach in which participants were asked to speculate on the
hypothesized causes and potential solutions to problems in the relationship; this may have
afforded participants with a space to mention relationship orientation-based concerns freely. A
similar mechanism was not included in the present study.
Interpretation of Attitudinal Scales Correlates
It was expected that higher ratings of the CNM or polyamorous therapy client’s symptom
severity, romantic relationship dissatisfaction, and level of therapist discomfort/perceived
incompetence would be associated with less favorable CNM/polyamory attitudes (Hypothesis 5).
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This was found to be the case for both the CNAS and the ATP Scale for ratings of both romantic
relationship dissatisfaction and therapist discomfort/perceived incompetence, but not for ratings
of symptom severity (presumably for reasons discussed previously). This suggests that a
therapists’ personal beliefs, values, and attitudes about CNM and polyamory have the potential
to impact how therapists perceive the quality of their clients’ romantic relationships and can
negatively impact therapists’ degree of comfort and perceived competence working with such
clients. This has important implications for therapists’ self-awareness of how their own beliefs,
values, and attitudes may be impacting their work with different types of clients and suggests
that self-assessment may be an important step in identifying potential areas of concern.
Exploring beliefs, values, and attitudes in the context of supervision and consultation is therefore
also strongly encouraged.
Mediation and Moderation Models
Mediation and moderation models were tested to determine if underlying influences on
the main effects of our variables of interest were present. One of these, which posited that
general multicultural competence would mediate the relationship between CNM-specific
knowledge and anti-CNM attitudes, was supported; however, this was significant only for one of
our two attitudinal measures, the ATP Scale. There are several possibilities why this relationship
would be significant for the ATP Scale but not the CNAS. One possibility is that the CNAS
items focus more on participants’ interest/comfort in engaging in a CNM relationship personally,
either explicitly, as is the case for the item “I can see myself engaging into a non-monogamous
relationship,” or could be interpreted by participants to think about how the item would apply to
them personally rather than about all romantic relationships in a more general or abstract sense.
For instance, participants could have interpreted the “You” in the item “You must be in a
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monogamous relationship to be in love” to refer to themselves, as opposed to “You” in the sense
of “any given individual.” In contrast, items on the ATP Scale more clearly target participants’
attitudes about polyamory in terms of how participants feel about a group of individuals who
engage in a given behavior, focusing on themes such as whether members of this group should
have the same legal rights as those in monogamous relationships, and whether one would keep
their children away from a child with polyamorous parents, for instance. An additional item on
the ATP Scale inquires about participants’ concerns about STI transmission rates among those in
polyamorous individuals, which directly corresponds with one of the items on the CNM
Knowledge Questionnaire.
Another difference between the two is the ATP Scale’s use of the term “polyamory” in
contrast with the CNM’s use of “monogamous” and “non-monogamous.” Previous research has
indicated more positive associations with the term “polyamory” over other CNM labels (Cohen,
2016; Matsick et al., 2014). Further, note the absence of the qualifier “consensually” (or a
synonym for it) in the item “I can see myself entering into a non-monogamous relationship.”
This wording may have led clients to believe that the items on the scale related to both
consensual and non-consensual non-monogamy (e.g., cheating).
Post-hoc Results
Counterintuitively, none of the exploratory correlations described in the results section
were significant (i.e., neither participants’ age, years in practice, nor level of education were
found to be significantly related to other variables of interest). In the study by Grunt-Mejer and
Łyś (2019), a similar pattern was reported: Specifically, no interaction effect was found for
therapists’ years of experience; age (which was treated as a categorical variable) was found to
have an interaction effect but only for a few individual variables in the “cheating” condition—no
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interaction effect was found for those in the polyamorous or swing conditions. The authors state
that these findings suggest that therapy experience does not inoculate one from making negative
generalizations about CNM individuals’ personalities, abilities, and relationship satisfaction.
While the Grunt-Mejer and Łyś (2019) study did not examine education level, their explanation
makes sense with respect to the nonsignificant findings for this variable as well.
Other Limitations and Future Directions
While a relatively sizable sample of 127 therapists and student therapists was ultimately
obtained for this study, there are some concerns as to how generalizable this sample is to the
population of therapists and student therapists as a whole. For one, the sample was largely (more
than half) comprised of current graduate students in either doctoral or masters-level programs,
who are, presumably, relatively new therapists (with the exception of those who are returning
after some time working in the field for a second masters, doctorate, or certificate—it was not
possible to calculate what percentage of our graduate students would fall into this category based
on the items included in the Therapist Characteristics Questionnaire). It is possible that the
incentive of a chance to win a $20 Amazon Gift card is disproportionally attractive to graduate
students or early-career therapists as opposed to individuals who are more established in the field
and thus, presumably, more financially secure. One could argue that student therapists might
struggle more in providing multicultural-competent care to their clients due to their relative
inexperience as therapists. Alternately, one could argue that this group is actually more likely to
possess multicultural competence despite their relative lack of experience: They are likely in the
midst of, or have just completed, specific required coursework in this area and are actively being
supervised (which one would hope would further emphasizes the importance of multicultural
competence). Either situation is potentially impactful with respect to generalizability. Relatedly,
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cohort effects may be present such that our sample (being relatively young) may be more likely
to be inclusive and open-minded about sexuality and relationship orientation as compared to
older participants who may hold more conservative or traditional views on such matters.
The sample was also predominantly comprised of participants who identified as cisgender
women (over three-quarters) and only 13% who identified as cisgender men. As gender
differences have been found in previous studies on laypersons’ attitudes regarding CNM and
polyamory (Moors et al., 2015) the gender disparity may be a concern, even if our sample is
reflective of gender trends in the therapy professions.
Consistent with (Rubin et al., 2014) or slightly exceeding (Moore, 2015) national
estimates of the prevalence of CNM relationships, approximately 6% of the sample identified
their current relationship orientation as some form of CNM. It is interesting to note that half of
these individuals felt their relationship orientation/structure was not accurately captured by the
“conventional” CNM categories (e.g., polyamorous, sexually open, monogamish, swinging)
indicating that, even for mental health professionals, self-identification outside of the realm of
monogamy is challenging and often not captured by what are currently the most commonly-used
descriptors. This finding is consistent with Cohen’s (2016) assertion that there is little agreement
on how to accurately define the various CNM sub-categories. It should also be noted that this
self-report may be an under-estimate of the number of participants who engage in CNM, given
the studies which have found that individuals may deviate from total monogamy at some points
in their relationship, but still identify as monogamous (Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983; Bonello &
Cross, 2009; Hoff & Beougher, 2010; Moors, Rubin, et al., 2014). Therapists are likely not
exempt from this, as these demographic data suggest.
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A potential direction for future research not noted above would be to collect a larger
sample to examine for therapist differences as a function of multiple identities, as we did not
have sufficient group membership in almost all cases to do so here. As noted previously, even
the impact of a relatively collapsible demographic variable like gender was not able to be
assessed in this study. Race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion/spirituality political affiliation,
and perhaps, above all else, relationship orientation, would all be worthy of further investigation,
though obtaining a sufficiently sized sample would be challenging. Of further potential concern
with respect to relationship orientation, given the issues noted above with self-identification, a
behavioral checklist of CNM-behaviors or a clinical interview might be a better mode of
assigning participants to relationship orientation categories as compared to exclusively relying
on participants’ self-report.
Participants’ experiences with multicultural training was not assessed in this study, which
is a substantial limitation. Obtaining information related to the quantity (for instance, the number
of graduate courses, seminars, and/or workshops one had attended with a multicultural focus), as
well as participants’ perception of the comprehensiveness and quality of those experiences,
would provide a somewhat more objective way of assessing multicultural competence, or, at
least, exposure to multicultural issues, as compared to exclusive reliance on participants’ scores
on multicultural competence self-assessment measures. A comprehensive study that examines
the extent to which various multicultural issues are covered in training programs would be very
helpful in better understanding training effectiveness in this area in general. This is perhaps
especially true with respect to coverage of CNM-related issues, as the extent and the manner in
which CNM is incorporated into curricula (if it is at all) is yet to be addressed in the literature
(Weitzman, 2006; Weitzman et. al, 2009; Zimmerman, 2012).
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As noted previously regarding the lack of support for the contact hypothesis in this study,
participants’ own experiences (or lack thereof) with CNM may have substantial impact on
participants’ view of CNM clients, as might contact with CNM individuals other than therapy
clients (for instance, friends, family, colleagues, or even media portrayals). These experiences
may have implications for other variables and lines of questioning beyond the contact hypothesis
implications already mentioned. Again, how “healthy” or “successful” one perceives these CNM
relationships to be is another component to consider. As such, it is recommended that future
research attempt to incorporate a means of assessing these variables in their designs. It is worth
noting that the Hutzler and colleagues (2016) study, which explored implications of the contact
hypothesis in a sample of laypersons, utilized an approach more consistent with the suggestions
outlined above (e.g., assessing for contact with personal friends, family members, and so on, as
well as controlling for how well informed participants were about the CNM relationship they
were reporting on), which may account for why that study yielded support for the contact
hypothesis and the present one did not. Perhaps a replication of the Hutzler and colleagues
(2016) study with a therapist sample would be an important early step in establishing support for
this hypothesis. Additionally, future research exploring the effectiveness of the contact
hypothesis in changing the attitudes of therapists might benefit from attending more explicitly to
the preconditions believed to facilitate the process of attitude change discussed in the literature
review. Alternatively, exploring the impact of more “mundane,” “every-day” interactions, as
Dixon and colleagues (2005) champion, is another direction to consider with respect to
therapists’ and laypersons’ exposure to CNM.
Another limitation of this study is the fact that there are several limitations related to the
CNM Knowledge Questionnaire, a scale developed exclusively for the purposes of this study.
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For one, it is unclear how the sample’s mean score of a 74% compares to the broader population
of therapists and/or student therapists, or to the adult population as a whole. Further, it is likely
that participants’ scores overestimate their CNM knowledge, as the questionnaire utilized an
exclusively true/false format (e.g., the probability of answering any one item correctly through
guessing alone is 50%). In addition, it could well be that how the questions are worded might
make it somewhat easy for participants to guess the right answer, especially for a well-educated
sample that is presumably very familiar with test-taking strategies enabling one to deduce an
answer or at least maximize chances of guessing correctly.
The nonsignificant differences in therapists’ ratings of the symptom severity, romantic
relationship dissatisfaction, or their level of discomfort/perceived incompetence in working with
a fictitious client as a function of relationship orientation, and nonsignificant findings for our
symptom severity variable may be due to limitations in the vignette that was utilized. These
findings are unexpected given the expansive and consistent literature on anti-CNM bias among
laypersons (Cohen, 2016; Conley, Moors, Matsick, et al., 2013; Conley, Ziegler, et al., 2013;
Hutzler et al., 2016; Moors & Schechinger, 2014; Weitzman, 2007; West, as cited in Weitzman,
2006), the literature on clinician bias (Grunt-Mejer & Łyś, 2019; Knapp, 197; Hymer & Rubin,
1982), and the more recent research on CNM clients’ perceptions of their therapists (Rubin &
Adams,1978, as cited in Hymer & Rubin, 1982; Schechinger, 2016; Schechinger & Moors, 2014;
Weitzman et al., 2009). Given that the client’s relationship orientation was but one phrase in a
lengthy and complex vignette, readers may not have fully processed it, potentially accounting for
the lack of significant findings. While the manipulation check ensured that participants could not
proceed without having attended to relationship orientation on at least some level, it is possible
that participants may have simply resubmitted their answers to this item until they entered a
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correct response and were allowed to move on in the survey without ever having truly attended
to the client’s relationship orientation. Alternately, participants may have had difficulty
differentiating between the polyamorous and open relationship conditions because of how they
were defined in the two conditions. That is, participants may have processed these as distinct
from non-monogamy, but not as distinct from one another due to hasty reading. However, this
does not account for the fact that differences did not emerge between these conditions and the
monogamous condition either. Research utilizing a vignette or video clip which makes repeated
reference to relationship orientation may help to ensure that this point is sufficiently processed,
though of course must be taken so as not to make it too obvious that relationship orientation is
the focus of the study.
Finally, it should be noted that replicating aspects of the Knapp (1975) and Hymer and
Rubin (1982) studies was not done prior to this study—rather, it was assumed at the outset that
modern therapists and student therapists were likely to demonstrate some level of anti-CNM bias
given the extant literature, which served as the foundation for many of the hypotheses in the
current study. It may be helpful to go back and take this step: For instance, specifically asking a
sample of therapists outright if they are personally opposed to CNM, whether they would feel it
is appropriate to attempt to get a client to adopt a monogamous lifestyle (and if so, under what
circumstances), and so on.
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Conclusions
This study offers support for the notion that general multicultural competence and CNMspecific knowledge is associated with therapists holding more favorable attitudes toward CNM
and CNM clients. While it was beyond the scope of the present study to determine how to best
foster the development of such competence in therapists (see Schechinger, 2016; Kisler & Lock,
2019; Weitzman, 2006; Weitzman et al., 2009 for suggestions to this end), the results from our
test of the contact hypothesis suggest that therapists’ mere exposure to CNM clients does not
have a substantial relationship with favorable CNM attitudes or perceptions of CNM clients.
Indeed, it may even be that pairing CNM-naïve therapists with CNM clients may not only fail in
helping those therapists to develop further competence in working with these individuals, but
may be actively harmful for those clients to work with such a therapist as some research has
suggested (Schechinger, 2016; Schechinger et al., 2018). This is especially concerning as the
literature indicates that training opportunities to enhance multicultural competence in working
with these populations are limited to non-existent (Weitzman, 2006; Weitzman et al., 2009;
Zimmerman, 2012). However, one potential strategy to begin to address these concerns could be
gleaned from the work of Miles and Crip (2014). These researchers conducted a meta-analysis of
what they describe as the “imagined contact hypothesis”—i.e., rather than actually exposing
ingroup and outgroup members to each other, ingroup members are merely asked to imagine
interacting with outgroup members under variously intense levels of contact. Their general
finding was that such an exercise seems to be effective in changing ingroup members attitudes
about outgroup members in a more favorable direction. However, despite the promise of this
approach, it will still be essential for future research to focus on how to best provide therapists
with training (both in terms of general multicultural training and training in CNM-specific
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often-overlooked population.
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form
Purpose of Study: You are invited to participate in a research study that will assess the
multicultural competence, knowledge, and therapy practices of therapists from a variety of
disciplines (including clinical, counseling, and educational psychology, social work, and
marriage and family therapy). The purpose of the present study is to better understand what
types of multicultural information therapists attend to when working with diverse clients, and
to what extent certain kinds of biases or stigma may influence clinical decision-making.
Format and Length of Time: Your participation will involve reviewing a clinical vignette and
responding to several questions based on what you have read. In addition, you will be
asked to complete several questionnaires related to multicultural issues, a demographic
form, and to supply information regarding your experiences as a therapist. In total, it is
expected that the study will take you approximately 30 minutes to complete.
Expected Risks: The risk involved in participating in this study is minimal. While any data
collected and presented from this research project will only be discussed in terms of
aggregated responses, and no responses you give will ever be directly linked to any of your
identifying information in any way, the loss of confidentiality is a potential risk of participating
in this research. Should you experience an intense negative emotional reaction as a
consequence of participating, please contact The Crisis Call Center at 1-800-273-8255.
Participation Withdrawal: Participation in this study is voluntary. If you do not wish to
participate or choose to withdraw from participating once you have started, you may quit the
survey at any time without penalty or negative consequence by simply closing the browser
window through which you are accessing the survey.
Expected Benefits: There are no direct expected benefits to you for participating in the
study. The knowledge that we obtain from your participation will help us understand how
therapists perceive multicultural cases and the situations in which they may be especially
influenced by their own biases.
Compensation: You may sign up to participate in a drawing to win one of ten $20 Amazon
gift cards. Instructions for how to enter yourself in the drawing will provided at the end of the
survey.
Confidentiality: Data collected and presented from this research project will only be
discussed in terms of aggregated responses. This means that all of the responses you give
will never be directly linked to any of your identifying information in any way. Please note
that no personal information that could link you to this research will be included in any
publications of this research. Data will be available to both researchers involved with the
study and University Human Subjects Research Committee staff. All data from the survey
will be stored on a password protected computer and in a password-protected Google Drive
account. In the event that you choose to participate in the Amazon gift card drawing, your
contact information will be housed in a separate database and will be destroyed
immediately following data collection and completion of the drawing process.
Types of Data Collected:
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This study will include questions about race/ethnicity, gender, political ideology, sexual
orientation, and sexuality.
Presentation of Results: The results of the study, which will be de-identified so that no
participant’s identifying information is provided, will be presented in a dissertation, relevant
psychology journals, and conferences in aggregate form. If you are interested in the results
of the study, please contact the principal investigator or the supervising professor.
Contact: Should you wish to speak to someone directly about the study, you may contact
the principal investigator, Tara Baluck, M.S., at tbaluck@emich.edu, or the supervising
professor, Dr. Stephen Jefferson, at sjeffers@emich.edu, or 734-487-0097. For questions
about your rights as a research subject, contact the Eastern Michigan University Human
Subjects Review Committee at human.subjects@emich.edu or by phone at 734‐487‐3090.
Consent: I have read this consent form and acknowledge that by selecting the “I agree to
participate” option below, I am indicating my consent to participate in this research study. If I
choose “I do not agree to participate,” I indicate my desire to NOT participate in this study.
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Appendix C: Vignette
Please read the following vignette:
Sumiko is a 21-year-old, Japanese-American, cisgender female who identifies as a lesbian
and is agnostic. She presents for psychotherapy stating that for the past eight months or so,
she has been feeling “very stressed” and “down.” She is engaged and animated throughout
the intake session and is very open with her presenting concerns. At times, she becomes so
descriptive and engrossed in parts of her story that she begins to go on various tangents
and requires some redirection.
During your first meeting with Sumiko, she shares that feels “extremely burned out” from the
demands of her rigorous academic program and from a leadership position in an academic
fraternity. She describes feeling little enthusiasm for her coursework, even for classes she
had been looking forward to taking since her first semester, stating that she “feels like
everything is a chore” and that much of what she has to do is “busy work.” She stated that
she has gained about ten pounds in the last eight months, noting that the past few
semesters have been so hectic that she has stopped exercising (previously she was an avid
runner) and that “for the first time since middle school” she is feeling unhappy with her body.
Sumiko states she has little time to socialize because of school, and that all of her social
relationships have suffered to some degree as a result. She acknowledges that when she
can spend time with others, she often feels guilty for not spending the time on something
“more productive.” Sometimes, she says she can “be in the moment” and enjoy herself but
finds that this is happening less and less often. She reports experiencing similar feelings
during a particularly stressful period of a month or two during the end of her senior year of
high school, but states that what she is feeling now is more intense and more frequently
problematic than what she experienced back then.
Sumiko reports first trying alcohol and marijuana in high school and says she continues to
use both “recreationally.” She stated that she only drinks socially, but sometimes uses
marijuana alone to “unwind.” Her use of both alcohol and marijuana has increased in
frequency from “a few times a month” to “once [or sometimes twice] a week” over the past
six months. More recently, she reports having experimented with hallucinogens and “party
drugs” including Molly, mushrooms, and LSD. She states that she has always been
responsible when using substances and reports no concerns about her current patterns of
substance use.
Towards the end of your intake session with her, Sumiko shares that she must soon decide
whether she wants to enter the workforce upon completion of her undergraduate program or
apply to graduate school instead and says that she believes her uncertainty about this
decision is the root of her problems. She says she feels “frozen” and finds herself going
back and forth between her options endlessly, especially at night (i.e., she reports that she
often lies awake in bed for several hours because she is unable to fall asleep due to this
perseveration). She notes that her decision is further complicated by familial expectations.
Specifically, she reported that her parents agreed to pay for her undergraduate education
with the understanding that upon its completion, she would continue her studies in a
graduate program and obtain “at least a masters degree.” They also reportedly compare her
to her two older siblings, a dermatologist and a professor of Pan-Asian studies at a
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prestigious university. Sumiko says she finds their critical comments during her daily
telephone conversations and once-a-week dinners with them to be “very hurtful” and
“insensitive.” Despite this, Sumiko worries that the graduate programs where she would
apply are all a significant distance from where she currently lives. This would mean living
alone for the first time in her life, which she said she is “terrified of” (she currently lives in
university housing with a roommate in the same city as her parents). In addition, relocation
would mean her relationship with her girlfriend, Erica, would either become long-distance or
end—and she is adamant that she cannot “imagine being able to handle” either of these
outcomes. Sumiko and Erica have been dating for the past two years and have a
(committed monogamous relationship; polyamorous relationship in which both are
free to have sexual and emotional relationships with other partners within certain
pre-agreed-upon limits; open relationship in which both are free to have sexual
encounters with other partners within certain pre-agreed-upon limits). Sumiko says
that that their relationship is “going great” and that it’s hard for her to picture her life without
Erica in it; they spend time together nearly every day and Sumiko says the relationship is
“the healthiest and most supportive one” she has ever had. Recently, however, she says is
has been hard to be fully open with Erica about the decision she is facing because she
“doesn’t want to burden her” and because she feels Erika is “too close” to the situation to
give objective advice. Sumiko says that Erika has pointed out that she seems “distant” lately
and is worried about her.
Sumiko has never been in therapy before. She has never been prescribed any psychotropic
medications, buts states that she would be “open to this if [her therapist] felt it would be
helpful.”
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Appendix D: Vignette Questionnaire
The following questions relate to the vignette that you have just read. We understand that many
of your answers will be mostly speculation, but we still ask that you try your best to answer
honestly and completely despite the fact that you have limited information. Feel free to refer to
the vignette on the previous page again, by clicking the back space button, as needed. Your
responses will be saved automatically.

1. Based on the above vignette, how serious do you consider Sumiko's presenting concerns to
be?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all serious
Very serious

2. To what extent do you feel that working with Sumiko would be "easy" or "difficult"?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all difficult
Very difficult

3. How likely is it that Sumiko will need psychopharmacological treatment in addition to
psychotherapy/counseling?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

4. Relative to other clients, how likely is Sumiko to engage in self-injurious behavior (e.g.,
cutting; suicide attempts?)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

5. Relative to other clients, how likely do you think it will be that Sumiko will eventually need to
be hospitalized for a psychiatric reason in the future?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

6. Relative to other clients, how likely do you feel Sumiko would be to violate or challenge
client/therapist boundaries?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely
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7. How effectively do you think Sumiko would be at regulating her emotions?
1
2
3
4
5
6
Not at all effective
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7
Very effective

8. How effective/mature would you expect Sumiko’s coping style to be?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all effective/not at all mature
Very effective/very mature

9. How likely do you believe it is that a history of trauma will emerge during the course of
therapy in your work with Sumiko?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

10. Generally speaking, how comfortable/prepared would you feel working with Sumiko as your
individual therapy client??
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at comfortable/not at all prepared
Very like comfortable/very prepared

11. How comfortable/knowledgeable would you feel working with Sumiko given the variety of
identity/diversity variables that are relevant in this case?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all comfortable/ knowledgeable
Very comfortable/ knowledgeable

12. Relative to other clients, how likely is it that you would seek out supervision and/or
consultation for this case?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

13. How likely would you be to refer Sumiko to another clinician rather than treat her yourself?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely
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14. How satisfied would you estimate Sumiko to feel in her relationship with Erika?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all satisfied
Very satisfied

15. How likely is it that Sumiko’s relationship with her partner, Erika, will be a cause of further
stress as Sumiko begins to work through her concerns in therapy?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

16. How prepared/comfortable would you be addressing any of Sumiko’s romantic relationship
concerns should they happened to come up in therapy?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all prepared/not at all comfortable
Very prepared/very comfortable

17. How likely do you think it is that Sumiko will be diagnosed with an anxiety disorder?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

18. How likely do you think it is that Sumiko will be diagnosed with a depressive disorder?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

19. How likely do you think it is that Sumiko will be diagnosed with a personality disorder??
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not at all likely
Very likely

20. Are there one or more specific identity/diversity variables that you would feel significantly
less prepared to work with as compared to some of the others featured in this case (or compared
to other multicultural themes in general)?
No
Yes (if yes, please specify which factor(s) is/are the cause for concern:
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21. Are there one or more specific identity/diversity variables that you would be so
uncomfortable with and/or unknowledgeable about that you would question your ability to work
competently with the client?
No
Yes (if yes, please specify which factor(s) is/are the cause for concern:
22. What diagnosis, if any, do you think is most appropriate for Sumiko?
[text box]
22. Assuming you were unlimited by systemic factors (e.g., insurance session limits, client’s
financial concerns, agency/institutional policy, etc.) how many sessions post intake do think
would be sufficient for you to address Sumiko’s presenting concerns
[insert a whole number]

SS Subscale: items 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9
CC Subscale: items 2, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 16
RR Subscale: items 14 and 15
Note: items 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, and 16 are reverse-scored.
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Below is a list of statements dealing with multicultural issues within a mental health context. Please
indicate the degree to which you agree with each statement by circling the appropriate number.
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Appendix F: CNM Knowledge Questionnaire
The following questionnaire includes statements about consensual non-monogamy (CNM). An
alternative to monogamy, partners in CNM relationships are permitted to engage in some preagreed upon forms of sexual and/or emotional intimacy with other people. It is important to note
that CNM is not cheating, as cheating involves deception and is done without one’s partner’s
consent (and often, without one’s partner’s awareness).
The following items will test your awareness of various statistics and research findings about
CNM. Some questions may ask for you clinical opinion based on your knowledge of this issue
at this point in time. It is anticipated that many therapists will be unfamiliar CNM, but we ask
you to please make your best guess for these items, even if you are unsure, rather than leaving
the items blank.

1. Compared to those in monogamous relationships, individuals in CNM relationships are
more likely to become infected with sexually transmitted diseases. True / False
2. Individuals who engage in CNM are more likely to have poorer psychological
functioning (e.g., lower self-esteem, and higher rates of anxiety and depression) as
compared to those in monogamous relationships. True / False
3. Research shows that for most people, monogamy is superior to CNM and offers unique
benefits, whereas CNM does not. True / False
4. People in monogamous and CNM relationships engage in roughly the same amount of
sexual activity overall. True / False
5. The vast majority of bisexual and pansexual individuals who engage in CNM report that
they are primarily drawn to CNM because they want to be able to be sexually intimate
with members of more than one gender simultaneously and CNM allows them to do so
without cheating. True / False
6. Among individuals infected with sexually transmitted diseases, those who engage in
CNM are more likely to pass those diseases on to their partners as compared to those in
monogamous relationships. True / False
7. The majority of people who have tried CNM relationships say that they would not engage
in such a relationship structure again. True / False
8. People in CNM relationships report similar levels of overall happiness as compared to
individuals in monogamous relationships. True / False
9. The majority of children raised by openly CNM parents reported that they would have
preferred to have been raised in a monogamous household. True / False
10. Compared to those in monogamous relationships, individuals in CNM relationships are
less likely to engage in safer sex practices, such as communicating with their partners
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about their sexual history, or routinely using condoms or dental dams with their partners.
True / False
11. There are significantly fewer individuals who engage in CNM as compared to those who
identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual. True / False
12. Compared to those in monogamous relationships, people in CNM relationships have
lower levels of relationship satisfaction. True / False
13. Monogamous relationships tend to last longer than CNM relationships. True / False
14. Even when the children aren’t aware of their parent’s CNM relationship status, parents
who engage in CNM may lose custody of their children because of their decision to be
non-monogamous. True / False
15. Most of our closest primate relatives are monogamous, which suggests that humans are
biologically hardwired to form monogamous relationships. True / False
16. While it is important for therapists to be affirming, clients who indicate that they are
considering trying CNM should be made aware of the risks associated with the CNM
lifestyle and encouraged to remain monogamous. True / False
17. When CNM relationships end, it tends to be because of reasons related to nonmonogamy, such as jealousy over other partners. True / False
18. Lesbians and bisexual women are more likely to engage in CNM as compared to the
general population. True / False
19. Outcomes for children raised by openly CNM parents are generally poorer than those for
children raised by monogamous parents. True / False
20. Most people in CNM relationships who seek therapy do so because of problems related to
the practicality of living a CNM lifestyle. True / False
21. CNM relationships are fairly uncommon and therapists are unlikely to encounter
individuals in these kinds of relationships in their clinical work unless they specialize in
treating sexual minority clients. True / False
22. Other than being able to have more than one sexual/romantic partner, the majority of
people in CNM relationships say there are no additional benefits to CNM. True / False
23. Members of the CNM community report higher rates of discrimination than do members
of other marginalized groups, such as African-Americans. True / False
24. Jealousy is reported to be more problematic in CNM relationships as compared to
monogamous ones. True / False
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Appendix I: Demographic Questionnaire
1. How old are you? __
2. What is your gender?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cisgender Woman
Cisgender Man
Genderqueer, gender fluid, or non-binary
Transgender Woman
Transgender Man
Not listed: ___________

3. Which of the following best describes your sexual orientation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completely heterosexual
Mostly heterosexual
Completely lesbian or gay
Mostly gay or lesbian
Bisexual
Pansexual
Asexual
Not listed: _________

4. With which racial or ethnic background do you most identify (you can select more
than one)?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black, Afro-Caribbean, or African-American
East Asian or Asian-American
Latino/a/x or Hispanic American
Native American or Alaskan Native
Middle Eastern or Arab-American
South Asian or Indian-American
White, Caucasian, or European-American
Not listed: __________
Prefer not to say
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5. What is your current marital status?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Divorced
Dating, living alone
Dating, living with partner/s
Separated
Single
Widowed
Not listed: ____________

6. Which of the following best defines your current (or most recent) sexual relationship
structure?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monogamous
Consensually non-monogamous
Monogamish (i.e., mostly monogamous, but occasionally allow for sexual contact
outside the relationship in pre-established ways)
Open relationship
Non-consensual non-monogamy (e.g., cheating)
Polyamorous
Swinging
Not listed: ________
I don’t engage in romantic relationships

7. What is your current employment status (select all that apply):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full time (>35 hours/wk)
Part time (regular hours)
Part time (irregular hours)
Full-time student
Part-time student
Unemployed
Retired/disability
Military service
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8. Do you identify as spiritual or religious?
• Yes, spiritual
• Yes, religious
• Yes, both
• No, neither
8b. (If yes to 9), What religion do you practice, if any?
• (please specify)________________.

9. On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being not at all and 10 being extremely, how
important is your spiritual/religious belief system (or lack thereof?) ____

10. Which of the following best describes your political orientation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communist
Conservative
Liberal
Libertarian
Socialist
Not political
Not listed: ________________

10b On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being not at all and 10 being extremely, how
important is your political belief system (or lack thereof?)
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Appendix J: Therapist Characteristics Survey
1. What
•
•
•
•

is the highest level of education you have attained?
Bachelors’
Bachelors, with work toward Masters’
Masters’ Degree
Masters’ Degree, with some additional coursework towards a doctorate in clinical,
counseling, educational psychology, or social work
• Doctorate
• Not listed: ___________

2. What credentials do you currently hold, if any? ______ (e.g., Licensed Clinical Social
Worker; Licensed Professional Counselor; Licensed Psychologist)
3. What degree type do you currently hold? (e.g., Master of Social Work, Master of Psy.D
in Clinical Psychology; Ph.D in Counseling Psychology) __________

4. How long have you been working with clients, in years and months?
___ (years) ____ (months)
5. Which of the following best describes your theoretical orientation/types of interventions
you most often use with clients?
• Psychoanalytic
• Feminist
• Humanistic
• Existential
• Eclectic/integrative
• Interpersonal
• Person-centered
• Motivational Interviewing
• Multicultural
• Cognitive
• Cognitive Behavioral
• Behavioral
• Psychodynamic
• Third-wave (ACT, mindfulness)
• Other (please specify)
6. What percentage of your clinical work is with adult clients? ___

7. What percentage of your clinical work is with children and/or adolescents? _____
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8. What percentage of your clinical work focuses on couples and families? ________
9. Do you consider yourself a specialist or especially experienced in treating a particular
population? __________ (e.g., African-Americans; Deaf individuals; sexual minorities,
etc.).
10. How many clients have you seen who identified as polyamorous or who were involved in
a consensually non-monogamous relationship (e.g., a relationship in which sexual and/or
emotional/romantic involvement with additional partners is permitted in some form)?

